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Foreword By Ed Souers CPA

I'm a CPA based in Indiana and I want to

As a result, I sold my interest in the firm

that covers that very important topic of

consultant, I now have the opportunity to

introduce you to this comprehensive book
delivering advisory services. I first met

Richard Walters over 10 years ago and
was immediately inspired by his

innovative ideas and passion about all

and although keeping my 'hand in' as a
focus my time on my passion; showing
and helping other accountants benefit
from delivering advisory services.

things advisory. Not only did he inspire

I passionately believe that those who

the better!

find growth in their firm and the rich

me, it actually changed my career - for

I followed the classic professional

progression, moving from young new

CPA to eventually managing partner. In

fact, I was at Christen Souers for over 35
years. The firm grew steadily under my
guidance to become a three office firm

deliver advisory services, as I did, will
personal and professional rewards that

come from a thriving and future proofed
practice of extremely grateful and loyal
clients.

Enjoy the book.

with thirty people.

While in practice, I was always on the
look out for new ideas and ways to

better help our clients. That's when I

found Richard Walters and his unique
tools out of Europe. This changed the

kind of services I offered to my clients
and I moved into more strategic work
with clients and developed advisory
services expertize.
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The Author
Richard Walters

Richard Walters is one of the world’s
leading experts on strategic planning for
owner managed businesses and led the
way as the inventor and author of the
Strategic Planning Toolkit and the
Complete Advisory Solution, which have
been successfully used by accountants in
practice with their clients for over a
decade now in the UK, Ireland, Canada,
Africa and the USA
www.hwlinnovation.co.uk.

an innovative cottage industry boiler
manufacturing start-up to its ultimate sale to
a public listed company. To this day it is
Europe’s biggest selling electric flow-boiler.
Richard is a passionate author, with his
book sales on business success and
strategy and people engagement having
sold over 100,000 copies worldwide.

All his books are available on Amazon
and his author website is
Richard formed his own practice from start- www.richardwaltersauthor.co.uk.
up with a co-founder and developed it
over several years, to become a multiRichard is married with three children and
million-dollar practice.
at the time of writing has four wonderful
grandchildren.
He developed an expertize in facilitated
strategic planning for entrepreneurial
Richard’s core belief is that business is all
clients and his practice Harris Walters,
about people and that only through belief,
developed a significant niche in advisory
vision and action do people gain the
services, which led to it being acquired by success they want.
a Top 10 accountancy firm.
Richard is now CEO of HWL Innovation
Limited, a corporation who specialize in
developing solutions to improve business
performance and customer/client
engagement. Accountants are licensed to
use The Complete Advisory Solution by
strategic partners around the world to use
The Complete Advisory Solution.
He is also a serial entrepreneur and has
owned and managed his own businesses
since the age of 23 and notably took one
business in partnership with others, from
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Chapter 1
How Did We Get Here?
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Are you proud to be an accountant?
I’m a Chartered Accountant and perhaps you are also one
yourself, or possibly a Certified Accountant, or even a CPA, or in

fact any qualified accountant. I’m sure like me, you feel a

genuine pride in being a member of this honorable profession of

ours and why not? We accountants are part of one of the great

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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traditional service sectors that is ensconced in tradition and is
rightly considered a true, ancient and respected profession.

I have been passionate about accountants developing structured

advisory services for many years now and in fact my beliefs go
right back to when I was a young practicing accountant in the

1980s. My clients could sometimes be heard to say, as they
introduced me, especially at social gatherings, “This is Richard,

he is my accountant.” I felt immense pride when I heard this and

it seemed to me, there was also a hint of pride in the way my
clients introduced me.

I used to ask myself, “What do they mean by accountant?” and
after some reflection, I concluded that they didn’t mean; “Richard
does my accounts and tax”, as this didn’t feel likely to generate

high levels of pride. However, if not this, what did they mean? I
concluded that they meant something like; “Richard is my trusted
advisor, he understands me and business matters and is pretty
clever with money!” Now that is something of which to be rightly
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proud and it seems to me our clients have been way ahead of us
with this perception and also for many years.

The accountants’ business model has been around for centuries,

worked brilliantly and was built on trust and very effectively
optimized the business community’s lack of financial acumen and
expertize. If we as accountants worked hard, built-up our
specialist financial knowledge and delivered it in the ultimate

blanket of trust and confidentiality, in most cases, we couldn’t go

wrong! It certainly worked for over 150 years and provided

excellent livings and reasonable levels of wealth for many
generations of accountants. The business model was simple:

‣ The market needed our services because of regulatory and
compliance needs

‣ We had financial and technical expertize, which clients
didn’t have themselves

‣ We delivered these services in an efficient and generally
productive way

‣ We made good money!
Our services were simple too and involved delivering compulsory

commodity style services that clients had to get from someone
and the only question was, “From whom?” Not only this, but the
services were very straightforward to understand:
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‣ Statement preparation, often from incomplete records
‣ Auditing of virtually all corporations and regulatory
organizations

‣ Preparing and submitting tax returns for individuals and
corporations

Our pricing and charging system was also simple:
‣ Decide on a broadly acceptable profession wide charging
rate per person (typically three times salary cost divided by
expected chargeable hours worked)
‣ Record the time spent on clients
‣ Make sure we charged for this recorded time
‣ Collect and get paid for this recorded time
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This created a production-line style business model, that at its best

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

simply involved:

People costs

Other costs

1/3

1/3

1/3
Partner profits

These factors produced a beautifully simple business model and it
was lucrative, but not excessive. Clients regularly complained

about us charging by the hour and often expressed their
enormous dislike of the time clock, but they couldn’t do anything
about it, as all accountants did it! How much more beautifully

simple could a business model be and no wonder we didn’t want
it to change?

However, as accountants we are not in control of external change
and inevitably things are changing. Not just as accountants, but
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as humanity, we have lived through the Agricultural Revolution,

then we lived through the Industrial Revolution and now, today,
we are living the Digital Revolution and it’s only just started.

One human being that has succeeded in anticipating the

energies of change is of course, Bill Gates of Microsoft;
sometimes the richest man in the world, sometimes not, but
always rich and now admirably devoting much of his time and

wealth to charitable causes. In his book The Road Ahead
published by Penguin Books way back in 1996 Bill implied that

we always overstate the change that will occur in the next two

years and underestimate the change that will occur in the next
five to ten.

If you are old enough to remember, why not take a time machine
back to 1996 and recall how it was when Bill Gates first spoke

of the dangers of inaction in the face of subtle change? In 1996

the following human experiences were not only uncommon, they
were LITERALLY the stuff of science fiction:

‣ Video conferencing your family, to show them the exotic
overseas hotel you are staying in

‣ Live satellite views of your home from space
‣ Interactive satellite navigation systems on your phone and
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in your car, as standard
‣ Full access to your office filing system from anywhere in the
world, any time

‣ Fax machines becoming redundant - back in 1996 they

were high tech and now-a-days they are virtually non-existent
‣ Recording your favorite programs on your TV from your cell
phone 2,000 miles away

‣ Turning your home heating system on, using your cell
phone 400 miles away

‣ Virtually the end of hard copy files with everything on its
way to being paperless

‣ The beginning of the end of mail in your office (other than
junk mail) and email and shared workspaces becoming the
prime communication medium

‣ Reserving your vacations yourself, having taken a virtual
tour of each hotel room and reading yesterday’s latest

independent reviews by guests and then booking your flights
and choosing your seats on the plane
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‣ A whole host of other technological changes that will have

occurred between when I wrote this book and when you read
it - that's how crazy the Digital Age is!

Not that long ago, we celebrated the 25th anniversary of the first
use of the internet and it’s hard to imagine that this core
foundation of most things in modern life didn’t even exist just

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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under 25 years ago. Thinking backwards, 10 years ago, would
you have predicted the current way we live? I doubt it, we are
now almost living science fiction and where will it all end with
Artificial Intelligence?

Further evidence of change surprising us, is that back in 1996

internet usage was by 36 million people, which represented
0.9% of the world’s population, but just 10 years later this figure
was 1,093 million being 16.7% of the world’s population.

At the time of writing, this figure is around 3,000 million people

representing a staggering 45% of the population of the world
and getting ever close, to one in two of the world’s population on
the internet. From1% to 50% in 20 years – now that’s change!

We have been through some difficult economic times as a result
of the Covid-19 pandemic and no doubt will again and this has

led to many accountancy firms cutting back on people and as a
result, everyone today is working harder and harder, just to
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maintain income from times past or simply to grow at acceptable
levels.

At the time of writing, as accountants, despite all this, we aren’t
doing too badly – but... we want success to continue and be
sustainable.

This could be a dangerous scenario, where profitability appears

comfortable, partner incomes are stable and we are operating
close to maximum utilization; yet in the background, external

factors are really starting to drive change. In business, if we react
too slowly to change, we can get left behind and then it’s too late
and I call this a Fur Lined Rut.

These ruts can appear a comfortable place in which to reside,

but they limit your ability to change direction and you can get
stuck, miss opportunities and generally stagnate.

Advisory services provide accountants with the options for a
more modern, resilient, future proofed business model.

This future proofed model includes very simple growth factors to
drive forward profitability in this new scenario.
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I call this a WIN and although a simplistic articulation of the key
factors driving fee growth in accountancy firms, I like it, because
I love simplicity!

W

I

N

W is WINNING
new clients by differentiation
and client focused
collaborative approaches.

I is INCREASING
client annual average

N is NURTURING
client relationships

spend by more advisory
fees.

through
quality engagement

Later in the book we look at how to achieve these WINs by
developing structured advisory services and starting the easy
way.

In the next chapter, I will explain how my advisory expertize and

understanding developed into a WIN, with real life client
experiences, in what I call The Strategic Planning Story.
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Chapter 2
The Strategic Planning Story
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I started my career as an accountant in the mid-1970s and

became a partner at the ripe old age of 23. Perhaps somewhat
impulsively and I explain why, later in the book, my colleague

Mike Harris and I decided to go it alone and we formed a Start-

up Practice that we innovatively called Harris Walters, with two
name plates, two partners and not much else.

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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However, with belief, vision and action, things went well. After

much growth, new partners joining us and acquisitions of other
firms and some years later, I was managing partner of a strong

regional practice. As you can imagine, one of the things that
demanded my attention the most (especially at four in the
morning), was the question, “How do we grow, especially given
how I and my partners are so busy?”

The answers I found, were quite simply; LEVERAGE and
ADVISORY SERVICES! These turned out to be the major driving

forces behind my office’s fee growth. In fact, these were how we
eventually sold out to a Top 10 Firm and why I am engaging with
you here in this book about advisory services.

My interest in and passion for strategic planning led to deeprooted changes to so many aspects of my working life.

Little did I know at the time, what ripples I started running on the
surface of the water, for so many people, when I first threw this
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particular pebble in the pond.
I always had an interest in big picture thinking and what drives

people to achieve and act as they do and I had already
ensconced myself in a most trusted advisor role for many of my
clients.

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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Every time I was asked for some specific advice on any matter, I

found myself saying, “Before I advise you on this, I need to
understand what you are aiming to achieve and what matters to
you, so my advice fits what you want.” It seemed to be so logical

to me, as how could I advise them on anything important, without
knowing their aims and desired strategic direction?

Before going any further, I should give some background on my
growing interest in human behavior and how to help clients make

positive changes and what was to be subsequently tagged as
Emotional Intelligence and Behavioral Science.

It started, as is so often the case, with a traumatic personal
experience.

I had a premonition of a car accident outside of the newly built
boundary wall in my recently acquired home. I couldn’t get this

thought out of my head and when the accident happened and
two cars smashed through the wall, with a terrible sound of metal
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on metal, it was a terrifying and challenging experience.
The people in the cars suffered many injuries, but thankfully all

survived and to the best of my knowledge, eventually fully
recovered.

After this traumatic experience, I found myself behaving very

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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strangely and at 7:10 each night (it was May, as you don’t forget
these things) I become a trembling wreck and had to retreat to

the back room of the house. For someone who had previously
believed you could make sense of life by putting it into neat little

boxes, it was life changing and all my beliefs were turned upside

down. In fact, I was diagnosed as suffering from Post Traumatic
Stress (PTS).

My doctor recommended a counselor who specialized in PTS
and I started private consultations. Needless to say, the

counseling went wider than just PTS and my attitudes and
understanding of myself were changed forever and for good.

One result was that I could never again say, “Pull yourself
together” (like a pair of curtains)!

Not only were my beliefs being changed, but I was now

fascinated by the whole subject of personal identity and how we
powerfully create our own reality by this perception. Pretty much
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ever since, with some spaces, I have employed some form of

coach to aid my personal development, enhance my selfawareness and better achieve my life goals.

I also extended my learnings, research and peer acquaintance

groups and have been doing this for nearly 30 years and have

no intention of slowing-up now. Remarkably, this has become a

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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cornerstone of what I now provide in my role, especially writing
and design. Life really does take unexpected turns, that is if your
self-identity allows you!

These new understandings enabled me to explore how to provide

innovative and exciting services for clients, including what I

called strategic planning. Back in the 1990s people thought
strategic planning meant budgets and cashflow statements and
that only governments and large corporations had strategic
plans. In those days, no one understood that strategic plans for
entrepreneurs, were live vibrant things (or should be), that were
about articulation of their goals and clear focus and direction.

I also gained an understanding as to why feeling in control was

so important to control-freak entrepreneurs and I was now on
track to allow them to see that they couldn’t BE in control, but
they could FEEL in control!

It was here that I started my Thought Leadership career. I started
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running half day or whole day strategic planning sessions with
clients of the firm and the ethos was, “Come on in and let’s talk

about where you are now, where you want to go and how you
are going to get there.” It was tremendously appealing to clients

and I noticed there were many common themes from my various

client meetings. Being on the constant look-out for leverage, I
quickly had a generic structure and agenda and next step was

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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technology and I’m ashamed to say that back then, this
constituted laminated flipcharts!

I then generated template reports of the strategic session and the

leverage was complete once I had trained a couple of senior
managers to deliver sessions. Interestingly, my managers stuck to

the defined process, whereas I occasionally made things up as I
went along and sometimes this worked and sometimes it didn’t,

but overall their results were at least as good as mine, if not
better. This was a big lesson for me of the true value and power
of leverage of best practice.

One weekend my wife Marion found me sat at the dining room
table with pen and pad in hand and scratching my head. I was

aiming to write a book on strategy for owner managed
businesses and I hadn’t got past the first page. Suddenly, I yelled
out, “It’s a product, not a book!” Thus, the Strategic Planning
Toolkit was born and I think Marion has been quite impressed by
what this has developed into; well she has certainly told a few
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people since about that moment in time!
My conclusion was that the next obvious step was to integrate

these best-practice leveraged processes into the blossoming
technology now available. I persuaded my fantastic partners to

invest some hard-earned practice cash and we developed a
Visual Basic wrap-up of some PowerPoint and Excel files and we

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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soon had a fully working, state of the art IT tool.

We quickly started making a name for ourselves and work flowed
in and it was extremely lucrative, as clients paid top fee rates for
such work. In those early days, moving PowerPoint animations
impressed people – honestly!

In truth, clients valued this strategic work for several reasons and
one was that it enabled them to feel more in control and they
loved this feeling. Another was that the nature of the session, us
asking questions and listening (facilitation), made them feel

understood and heard. Also, the structure and nature of the
process inspired them and thus the whole thing, including our
firm, was valued. Just taking time-out had real value, but only if

the meetings were structured and had deliverables, not just
aimlessly chatting with no objectives; clients loved this and still do
to this day.

The process I designed was simple and really worked for us and
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we profiled the type and size of owner managed business new
clients we wanted. We paid a telemarketing company per lead,
to book appointments for the three of us and a new colleague

who had joined us just for this purpose. It was simple and how
much we paid per lead, dictated how many and what quality of

appointments we received. At the prospect meetings, we talked
about what was important to the prospect and booked them on

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

an all-day strategic session, where innovatively and scarily, they

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

chose their own fee.

It was a tremendously successful process and conversion rates

were averaging at 33% on first visit, plus a further 9% on follow-

up, equalling 42% overall. Please remember these were cold
leads and this was hard core selling, nothing like being referred

by a client. Can I ever forget sitting on packaging cases, not
being expected by the prospect who forgot I was coming and still

booking a session – now that was a fulfilling result and hard-core
selling!

We would get paid anything between $950 and $6,000 for a
day, which was lucrative work back then and doing something

people really valued. My manager then, John Thompson (who
has gone onto great things since) built up a personal portfolio of

nearly $400,000 in 18 months and in one incredible month, the
value of strategic fees was only $3,000, but his portfolio’s total
fees that month were $30,000; such was the amount of spin-off
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New
Client
Leads

‣
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Outcome
Focused
Marketing

Close to
Discovery
Meeting

‣

‣

Recurring
Revenue
Client

‣

Structured
Sales
Process

‣
Next Step
Fee Paying
Work

consulting work and compliance work generated. Above is a
summary of the simple sales process.

Once we had the strategic client and only if we wanted it, we

went about trying to sign-up the whole job, including any audit,

accounting and tax. Our average conversion rates were 50% for

this, so this was an extremely successful growth campaign.
Inevitably, we then BETA tested the Strategic Planning Toolkit with

a couple of other independent accounting firms and they also did
well, so now we were really talking leverage!

As mentioned, at the core of this strategic planning process was
the aim to enable entrepreneurial business owners to feel more in
control. I recognized that we cannot be in control (because stuff

happens) but we can feel in control and that is a good feeling.

No wonder we humans are anxious when challenged with more
obvious, rather than subtle hidden change. Virtually all of us are

uncomfortable with what we see as external change and little
wonder that we are often on the verge of fear when faced with
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life’s big changes.
Clearly, our reticence when faced with inevitable and natural

change, let alone dramatic and sudden traumatic change, is not
only completely understandable, it is very normal. I believe it’s

important to avoid becoming some latter-day King Canute
(Google him) and try to control the uncontrollable tides of
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change, as this is an obviously forlorn goal, but this is often
easier said than done.

However, the great news, is we can feel more in control and the
way to do this is to do our best to accept the current reality, then

plan and act to aim for the best future reality that is possible for

ourselves, given the cards dealt us. Not easy, but true. From here,

my passion for all things strategic and advisory grew and I
became a genuine expert – in fact, I couldn’t get enough!

I learned one important lesson when we sent letters to all of
clients offering them a strategic session. One of my better clients

was on the phone to me about a specific technical matter (I still

did this sort of work then) and I said to him, “Did you get our

letter on strategic planning?” and then paused for his answer. He
curtly replied, “Well I did Richard, but I put it in the bin” and then

he paused himself. I was mortified, here he was one of my best
clients, in fact one of the greatest sales and marketing
entrepreneurs I ever met and he was REJECTING me AND
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strategic planning!
He wasn’t though, he was, as usual, mentoring and teasing me,
because his reply said it all, “I assumed it was a standard letter
you sent to all your clients and that if you felt it was important to

ME, you would have called me.” He then chuckled at me and my
lesson was complete and received, from a master engager!

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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The conclusion was simple; if it’s important, then call the client
and meet with them, don’t send template emails or letters, they

just say ‘NOT IMPORTANT TO YOU.’ You will get some scraps of

business from this flawed approach, but not as much as you
would if you went for the one to one personal and targeted
touch.

All these lessons worked too, as in my office we built our fees up

to 60% advisory fees and didn’t do this by reducing traditional

compliance services. We had a tiger by the tail and on the back
of this niche, people started noticing us and that included two

large accounting firms, who recognized the future and growing
need to deliver advisory services to clients. When we eventually
sold out to a Top 10 Firm, we had four offices and around 80
people in our organization, which is not bad from a start-up!

I have since gone on to help accountancy firms develop advisory
services of their own, using best practice approaches and
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delivery tools, in the form of the Complete Advisory Solution and
with worldwide strategic partners and friends of similar beliefs
and do so to this day.

In the next chapter, let’s now consider why structured and client-

centric advisory services are so important to progressive and
resilient accountants’ future.
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Chapter 3
The Strategic Importance of Advisory
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It’s been many years since the subject of Type 1 (compliance) and

Type 2 (the rest) services was first raised by industry Thought
Leaders and some firms and partners embraced the new advisory
centered services and generally these firms have florished.

These were the profession’s early adopters, but in my opinion, we

have permanently entered a more extensive and wider change
for the profession.

Accountants in practice seem to now be acknowledging the need
for advisory services and this is reflected in many firms having
already added ‘Business Advisor’ to their market positioning
strapline and it’s not unusual for a firm to refer to itself as
‘Accountants and Business Advisors.’

In my opinion, this is a key first step in recognizing the
importance of the clients’ perspective where, of course, in the

modern firm, business advisory positioning and displaying
proactivity to clients and the market, is a must.

Clients were much more patient prior to the Digital Revolution,
because it was obvious to all concerned, that to deliver the basics

of accounting, tax and audit, took a lot of time and personal
expertize. This simply doesn’t apply today where software can
now do most things that were once solely accountants’ domain.
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I strongly believe that today, business advisory is not a valueADDED service, it is a CORE service, that is vital to the future
success of a practice.

Let’s further reflect and remind ourselves of the key ingredients of

the business model of accountancy firms and these were, or in
many cases, still are:

‣ Primarily a client ‘needs’ driven model - with a provision of

services that clients need, because they have only one choice;
which accountant?

‣ An efficiency model - people costs against recovered
chargeable hours equals profitability

‣ A traditional services model - tax returns, audit and

accounting services, delivered to the market as compulsory
purchases

As we know, this has been the business model of accountants for
decades and was supported by clients’ need for the financial
expertize that accountants bring to the table and the key strategic
questions for an accountancy firm were often?

“How big do we want to grow and how many partners do we
want?”
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“How hard do we want to work?”
“How efficient can we be?”
These factors were simple, familiar, reassuring and reliable and

have led to what I call ‘The Busy Paradigm.’ For many of us, busy
meant successful and when you charged per hour and clients

accepted this approach, it worked well and you don’t see many
poor accountants.

This continued merrily along until more recently, outside forces
started to intrude, in the form of course, of the Digital Revolution.

Rather than providing accountants with leisure time, this IT
revolution seems to have resulted in accountants working harder

than ever before and for marginally improved earnings and
results. In fact, in terms of a new resilient business model, that is

fit for the Digital Age, ‘busy’ could be a four-letter word and
certainly not the traditional red badge of courage!

One of the major issues in many accountancy firms is that the

people in charge, that is partners, are those working the hardest.
If you had a widget making client you wouldn’t advise them to
make the CEO the hardest working and most lucrative production
line worker on the shop floor, would you?
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But that’s what frequently happens in the profession and as a

result, management decisions are often operationally driven,
rather than strategically focused. When strategy is ignored,
externally driven change often just creeps up on you.

We are living in a rapidly changing Digital World and when we
are busy and doing well, if we don’t look ahead, today could

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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become that fur-lined rut I referred to earlier, because as Earl
Nightingale said, “A rut is a coffin with the ends kicked out.”

The modern internet world we live in, has meant that consumers
and this includes our clients, demand more than ever before:
‣ More choice

‣ Greater transparency and access

‣ Better engagement and involvement
‣ Value at every turn

We can’t pull the wool over their eyes with our status any more,
as if one takes time to look, most knowledge is easily accessible

on the internet. As a result, clients are increasingly looking for a
more

proactive

and

collaborative

approach

accountants than was previously ever the case.

from

their

Unfortunately, there is a danger that the profession will react to
these fresh demands by simply digitally responding and making
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‘The Cloud’ and online accounting the answer to literally
everything.

Our traditional revenues are all coming under competitive

pressures, not by other accountants so much, as by technology
and external changes:
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‣ Auditing is continuingly being de-regulated and becoming
specialized across the world

‣ Managing digital tax or online tax self-assessment is

happening at various speeds around the world, although in
the USA it is complicated by the State Taxes dynamic.

However, one thing is sure; all around the world it’s a one-

way street, it’s just how fast each country changes. Whoever

would have thought that this core traditional service line would
end up being as automated, with the real danger that we
won’t be needed as we were before?

‣ Accounting, although Cloud-based approaches seem to

offer a modern rapid solution, there isn’t really a long-term

place for us in this chain, as clients will increasingly go direct

to the software houses – it’s inevitable! Please note, advice on
accounts is not accounting, it is advisory

As with so many other service industry sectors, the Digital
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Revolution and the internet is likely to eventually reduce our

traditional role, so that we become the classic ‘Squeezed Out
Middle Men.’ However, this is only in our current role as

deliverers, because in my opinion, our role as advisors will

become even more important. It’s worth noting that when we

perform the following familiar roles, we are ADVISING, not
delivering compliance:
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‣ Reviewing and checking financial statements and data

generally for their reliability and worthiness and benefit to the
client (not to meet regulations)

‣ Checking a client’s tax return for optimum claims and

correctness, that was prepared digitally, for instance with
Turbo Tax

‣ Due diligence and working directly for a client, for a wide
range of potential reasons

I have selected these three scenarios because they represent what
was traditionally delivered by us i.e. accounting, tax and
auditing, but the above are truly advisory or consulting services,
rather than compliance delivery services. It’s subtle, but will

become a powerful shift in client perspectives. It’s my opinion,
that digital solutions will merely place extra emphasis on these
needs and clients’ wants for advisory positioned services.
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Computers can’t replace people and let’s hope, they never will. In

Chapter 6 we look in more detail at the essence of advisory
services.

The biggest threats are not the future changes driven by
technology, because they will occur anyway, it’s that while firms
are still doing well, accountants will wait too long to strategically

plan forward and start to refine their business models to reflect
what’s coming.

It’s so easy to get left behind when you are doing well and are
comfortable with the status quo.

The future strategic change is all about going from a wholly
production traditional services model to a client focused effective

advisory model. Of course, efficiency and effectiveness are not
the same things and I deal with these concepts later in the book.

The strategic answer for accountants is a simple two-pronged
drive.

EFFICIENCY

-

become

hyper-efficient

with

traditional

compliance services using technology and Cloud online
accounting.

GROWTH - grow advisory services in an effective way.
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It’s not all doom and gloom, as accountants have many
competitive advantages that provide great opportunities for the
future.

Many other service sectors would love to have the benefits we
have now in the profession. It's true that we have earned these

Trusted Advisors
Durable Client Base
Trustworthy
Integrity
Financial Acumen
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competitive advantages, but equally, we must not take them for
granted and need to maximize on them while we can.
These strengths include:
‣ A perception by our market place that accountants are
trusted advisors

‣ An existing and generally durable client base
‣ A team of trustworthy people
‣ A professional brand that’s full of integrity
‣ Financial acumen in bucket loads
These are significant strategic advantages, BUT only if we use
them to act now, for our long-term strategic benefit. It’s not ‘all
change’ to future proof firms that’s needed, but ‘start to change
now' when strong.

We don’t even need to seek out new markets, as we have them
already - our client base! It’s about engaging with clients and

delivering new or expanded advisory services, that clients want,
as well as need. It’s a win:win scenario!
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The biggest change is moving from compliance reliance to a

more advisory approach, but advisory itself is a changing
dynamic and I look at what this means in later chapters. There is

never a perfect time to undertake change, as ongoing strategic
or operational matters will always require attention.

The changes talked about and the growing need for advisory

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

services are not hype, as the need for structured advisory
services are real and here to stay. The profession no longer asks
"Why?", just "What?" and "How?".

Therefore, just getting started with advisory is important, even if

progress is slowed by other factors, which may exist now, or from
time to time.

I sometimes see firms inadvisably using strategic or operational

issues as reasons to delay change and these can include any of

first resolving; managing digital tax, recruiting new people or
other matters, like office moves.

You can change slowly with advisory (and more on this later in

the book) but it is an important strategic change that is occurring.
In my opinion, it’s vital to at least get started with structured
advisory services, from a position of strength, not panic later.

In the next chapter, we look at the key clients’ perspectives, which
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are so important to the future business model of accountants. We

also consider that alluring and misused word ‘engagement’ and

explore what true client engagement entails as well as,
challenging the many misconceptions surrounding engagement.

Who could argue that high quality client engagement is anything
but a necessity - but some do?
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Chapter 4
I’m a Client, Engage with Me…Please!
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Clients and engagement – who needs either of them?
I must confess that when in practice, there have been times in the

past, when the sheer frustration of dealing with clients’

unreasonable demands led me to say in desperation, “If only we
had no clients and staff, everything would be simpler!” On
reflection, it would indeed, but neither would we have had a
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business!

However, these frustrations were completely understandable and
as a modern accountant in practice you are constantly being told
to engage with clients, but what’s this all about?

This chapter looks at clients’ needs, relationships and what
engagement really means, as it is at the core of client-centric
advisory services.

There is much confusion in the profession as to what advisory

services entail and in my opinion, they are not ONLY about
clever technical consulting. In my view, advisory services must be

truly client-focused, if they are to be sustainable and certainly
future-proofed for the changing Digital World.

Therefore, in this chapter I delve a little into the dark arts of

Behavioral Science, but I trust you will find this interesting and it
will create some perspective to advisory services’ key place in
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future client relationships. I believe that business and in fact life
itself, is all about people, so it’s not surprising that businesses are

increasingly acknowledging the importance of relationships to
their performance and long-term success.

Therefore, as a practicing accountant, it’s important to be
prepared to invest the time and resources to gain rapport with
clients and create high quality relationships.

This extends from relationships with the market and individual
clients, to internal team relationships and their impact on practice
culture.

You probably already have a significant client base and I find it
has enormous benefits with targeting, if we profile a firm’s types
of clients.

Of course, all firms are different, but broadly speaking we can
usually profile an accountants’ client base as:

Owner managed businesses
High net worth individuals
Not for profit organizations
Large
arge corporations/public bodies
Regular taxpayers
Other
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Whatever the size of your client base, it’s important to know how

it’s constituted and how to target for growth in advisory services.
Typically, owner managed businesses and high net worth
individuals are the most sought-after clients and clearly those with

the most potential to work with you as their advisor. We call them
entrepreneurs and the best clients are those who are ambitious
and have good affordability - perfect!

Of course, affordability varies in stages of a business cycle, but
when a client really wants something (more on this later), like
most of us, they will typically find a way to afford it.

Entrepreneurs can be described as ‘control freaks’, as this is very
much part of the risk and reward deal for them, but to understand
them further, let’s consider their motivations. If you want a tall and
grand building, there are two ways to get the tallest building in

town; one way is to knock everyone else’s down and the other is

to aim to build your own tall building. Most entrepreneurs build
their own tall buildings and this is commendable.

Because most of us accountants could be described as generally
cautious in nature and potentially quite risk averse, it’s especially

important that our entrepreneurial clients feel we understand them

and we bridge this potential risk appetite gap, between us and
them, to genuinely appeal to them and strike real rapport.
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I expect some of the common key traits of your business owner
clients include:

Passion and belief

A purpose and vision
A hard-working ethic

Perseverance, dogged determination and drive
Unfortunately, some less helpful behavioral traits that sometimes

also develop are: stubbornness, lack of focus and direction,
selfishness, narrowmindedness and loneliness!

When clients of accountants are surveyed, they tend to say that

when it comes to ‘value for money’ we score well, which is good

news. Also, when it comes to ‘technical competence’ we
generally score ‘excellent’, but unfortunately both these are
givens and certainly not differentiators.

Nearly two thirds of clients of accountants said they want more
strategic input from us, but importantly we need to be seen to be

providing this input to them. In my experience, accountants
typically say they do, but their clients say they don’t!

The three most important things that clients say they consistently
want from their accountants are:
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To understand them, their aims and their business.
To be more proactive.
To be in with them for the long haul.
Because of the various positive and negative generic behavioral

traits of entrepreneurs, it opens the door for us to deliver what
they say they want the most from us and we need to TICK all their
boxes!

✓ T is… TRANSPARENCY - of billing and charges, as clients
demand a clear understanding of fee charges, flexibility and
importantly choices and options. It goes without saying, that

it’s not OK any more to charge annually with very little details
of what’s been done.

✓ I is… IN FOR THE LONG-HAUL - they want us there with

them, from their start-up to their business sale, through good
times and bad and we can demonstrate this long-haul

approach to them, by our advisory packages and strategic
positioning.

✓ C is… CONTINUOUSLY BE PROACTIVE - to consistently

and continuously be proactive and take the initiative, as they
hate reactivity and this is at the core of being an advisor,
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because it’s not just about problem solving reactively when
issues occur.

✓ K is… KNOW AND UNDERSTAND THEM - it’s vital to

them that we really understand their aims and aspirations and
what drives their success and being involved at a strategic

level demonstrates to them you are providing what they want.
We ignore these wishes at our peril and it’s vital that we TICK all,
not just some, of the boxes!

Perception really is reality and we need to be seen to be ticking

all the boxes and not just telling them their tax is correct and their

books are accurate! We need to be seen to be helping them
achieve their life and business goals and what really matters to
them.

Later in the book we look at the new advisory dimension of being
seen as indispensable, which is a whole new level, compared to
financially clever and useful!

Essentially, this involves a big change in our positioning and it’s
moving from:

Partner Technical Centric
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to…
Client Advisory Centric
These are just words, but this involves a necessary, but vital shift
in perspective and practice culture.
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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So where does engagement fit into all this and what does it really

mean, because it seems like engagement is becoming a buzz
word and this is worrying? When Thought Leaders identify a

genuinely innovative perspective or concept, it’s of course highly
effective to summarize this in one phrase or word, or maybe even
a Three Letter Acronym (TLA).

This helps everyone connect with this fresh perception and aims

to articulate its meaning in the simplest and most succinct way.

Of course, all knowledge exists; some just hasn’t been found yet,
or dare we say it, effectively articulated to the wider group to

receive as a fresh perception. If a core concept is sound and
desirable, it isn’t long before the wider audience have cottoned-

on to the idea and often with great glee and the buzz word
process is on its way!

Unfortunately, experience shows that this glee can create a mist
across the lens and soon, people who don’t really appreciate the
concept, or haven’t taken the time to understand it, are
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misrepresenting

it

in

a

myriad

of

ways

and

different

environments. Therefore, quite understandably, it isn’t that long
before people are bored with the word and its overuse and this

boredom is then quite reasonably reflected by switching off to the
original core meaning of what has become a developing cliché.

Unfortunately, concepts that get succinctly articulated in one word
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or phrase and become a buzz word, often have great value and
learnings to offer us all and can easily become lost in the cliché.

As an example, this happened with empowerment, where you
now hear of people ‘being empowered by others’ and was there

ever a more mistaken understanding in the form of a classic
oxymoron?

Before engagement becomes a cliché and its meaning becomes
misrepresented and misunderstood, it’s time to consider what true

engagement really means. Engagement involves a deliverer and
a recipient and in a business sense, the deliverer is typically the
service supplier and the recipient is typically the client.

To truly engage with someone in a business or organization,
where these recipients have been familiar with traditional

approaches, requires a different approach altogether; one could
say, a more engaging approach.

The traditional methods employed by businesses prior to the
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Digital Revolution have involved clients being subjected to some
or all of the following, less than engaging approaches:
‣ Being sold to

‣ Being told what’s best for them – by experts

‣ Being kept somewhat in the dark, with a view to potentially
enhance the status of the deliverer

‣ Sometimes being tricked (not by the accounting profession,
of course)

All of these old-fashioned approaches are likely to gain limited

buy-in from today’s more discerning recipient clients and as a
result, there is less likelihood of positive action on the client’s part

and a less than valuable experience for them. The end result for
the service provider, is less business.

Therefore, in behavioral science terms, this can be classified as

poor quality or very limited engagement, but the Digital

Revolution is blowing away these approaches and today’s

growing demands are for true client engagement to be delivered
by accountants.

The days are gone where accountants could just fall back on

their professional status and financial expertize and know clients
didn’t really understand what they did.
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Demystification is here to stay and this is affecting all our lives

and in terms of clients’ demands, this reflects itself in ever
increasing expectation levels for:
‣ More choice

‣ Greater involvement
‣ Rapid access

‣ Focus on value

‣ Increased transparency
The big change is that the Digital Revolution demands clientfocus, not production or delivery focus and this brings

engagement to the fore as a key requisite of business success for

the future, across virtually all industries - buzz word or not, it
matters.

As we established, the dangers of a cliché or buzz word are the
misunderstanding or misrepresentation that takes place, with the
risk that the true meaning is lost. Engagement is a key element of

any relationship and in this chapter, we consider why writing it
off as a buzz word is so very dangerous.

Business relationships can be classified between:
External – client and prospect relationships with the business
development team and service delivery teams. This is also
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changing with the blossoming impact of Social Media where
communication is increasingly digital

Internal – relationships between team members, informed by
the internal culture which are vital in gaining employees’
discretionary input into their day-to-day roles

Engagement is about two people or groups, deciding to have a
human interaction, or series of interactions over a period of time.

Whether we recognize it or not, the key word is deciding,

because we all have choice and our choices will be driven by
several factors, with the overriding motivation being, “What’s in

it for me?” This can sound somewhat selfish and cold-hearted, but
if we are honest, from a behavioral science perspective, even

people with kind, warm and giving natures, gain some real
personal benefits from the act of giving.

The factors that drive an individual’s choice, as well as their
moral compass, to engage or not, can be summarized as:

‣ What’s offered to them and whether they perceive it will
make their life or job better and more successful
‣ The quality of the communication
‣ The level of perceived rapport
‣ How understood they feel

‣ The level of participation required from them
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‣ Whether they can see positive progress towards their goals
Therefore, especially in practice, engagement needs to include

several key elements that add to its quality, improving the client’s

perception of value and ultimately increasing revenues and

winning and retaining clients. These required engagement
elements can be summarized, as follows:
‣ A big picture perspective

‣ The use of quality and carefully crafted questions
‣ Sound structure and order
‣ Images and visual appeal
‣ Interactivity

‣ A collaborative feel

‣ Active listening skills

‣ A positive environment

‣ Forward-facing, always with next steps
However, there appears much confusion as to what constitutes a

relationship and how to manage and deliver these relationships

to optimum effect, especially in the modern Digital World, where
many people expect computers to replace people.

Business relationships are often misrepresented and one of the
aims of this chapter is to better define some key roles and explore
the importance of engagement to each.
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A good starting question is, “What is a Relationship?” This seems
blindingly obvious, doesn’t it? However, it isn’t quite as simple as

it initially appears and the first fundamental concept to consider is

that ‘relationship’ is the word used to describe the essence of
human interactions between two people or bodies of people.

Relationship, describes at any moment in time, how each person
feels about a human interaction.

Clearly, the relationship may florish and wane, dependent upon

circumstances, the actions of each party and individual and
collective perceptions and individuals will make judgements by
asking these questions, often unarticulated:
“How do I see the relationship?”
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“Is it meeting my needs?”
“Do I feel valued?”
“Is there anything better out there?”
“What emotional investment is required by me to keep the
relationship going?”

Positive answers translate into beneficial outcomes:
‣ Longevity

‣ Durability
‣ Security

‣ Mutual benefits

‣ Feeling good, by doing good
To achieve these outcomes and of course sustainability, the
following are key ingredients of the relationship:
‣ Trust

‣ Quality communication

‣ Ongoing valuable benefits to both persons and aiming for
the classic win:win

‣ Regular framing of the relationship
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Therefore, mutually agreed transparency, high quality and

considered communication, striving for two-way benefits and
correctly framing the relationship, will create the desired
beneficial outcomes in a relationship and this is especially true in

client relationships. Such terminology can appear lacking in

empathy, but the science suggests that consideration of these
factors translates into improved business, as well as personal
relationships.

Perception really is reality for most people and how we feel is
typically much more powerful as a driver of behavior and actions
than how we think. Therefore, I feel it’s important to recognize

that every relationship has two parties and the feelings of each

party matter and impact on each other, in either the short,
medium or long term.

An individual’s decision making is strongly influenced by past
experiences and feeling valued is fundamental and a key factor

in all relationships. In the business world, the problem is feeling
valued is highly subjective.

We live in a rapidly developing Digital World where new types

of human interactions are building, not necessarily one-to-one.
However, it is my view that the growing ability to use technology
as a communication medium merely emphasizes the importance
to human beings of personal relationships and trust.
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Certainly, technology has created new dynamics of transparency
and choice.

I believe that technology best enhances relationships and is not
successful as an alternative to relationship interactions and one of

the benefits of technology is that it can offer innovative ways to

communicate and thus should only enhance the quality of
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business relationships.

The real danger with technology is that it is often used as a lazy

and poor means of communication, especially in ongoing
relationships. For instance, sending an email to someone asking
them to do something, does not mean they have agreed to act, or

indeed are OK with your request. Technology has sped-up
communication, but not necessarily improved it!

As I learned in our early days with the Strategic Planning Toolkit,

nothing beats one to one engagement, because business really is
all about people – it’s that simple!

Whether a business or personal relationship, both are enhanced
by each person understanding where they stand and it’s
important to be aware of balanced authority and responsibility in
relationships.

In business roles, the relationship does need to be framed, so
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everyone knows where they stand and all relationships include:
Authorities – where the individual has mutually agreed
boundaries of authority.

Responsibilities – where the individual has mutually agreed
specific responsibilities.
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Typically, when authorities and responsibilities are in balance, the

individual and relationship produces good results, but conversely,
lack of balance is usually unsustainable and provides a less than
happy and fulfilling experience.

To help understand business relationships I have summarized
what I see as the seven key business to business roles:
Mentoring

Facilitating
Coaching

Consulting
Training

Regulating
Supplying

In each role, the descriptions apply to the deliverer and in each
case the recipient is the client. Virtually all these roles are
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business to business relationships, but clearly you could deliver a
range of roles for the same client.

The key element is that each role is separately defined, with its

own outcomes, authorities and responsibilities. This ensures
quality framing and thus understanding by both the deliverer and
the recipient.

Mentoring is typically provided by mature successful people who

desire to give something back, without charging for their insights
or support and encouragement and probably not for you until
you retire!

Facilitating is a fee-paying role involving asking important

questions, in the right way, to enable clients to articulate their

goals and outcomes, which is classic advisory work. In the next
chapter, we look at facilitation’s key part in advisory services.

Coaching is a fee-paying role helping clients to achieve stated
goals, often from a facilitated session. The focus is on moving
forward with goals and identifying success gaps.

Consulting is a fee-paying role providing specialist advice on a
particular problem designed to solve or resolve this problem,
which is classic technical consulting problem solving and lucrative
advisory services.
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Training is fee-paying, or part of a larger process to equip

participants with a mixture of new information, skills and
awareness. In the modern digital age, much training is provided

online providing the recipient with control of access and
participation.

Regulating is generally fee-paying and ensuring that clients

remain within pre-defined rules and regulations, such of course,
as our classic auditing services.

Supplying is generally, a paid supply of goods and services on

demand and not often supplied by accountants, unless clients
outsource software from you via the Cloud.

All business roles benefit from clear outcomes for both parties that

are agreed in advance and understood and engagement is a key
attribute for all roles.

As we have already established, in the workplace, there is

typically, or should be, a pre-defined level of authority and
responsibility, in order that people know where they stand.

Where individuals have high levels of responsibility, but limited

and unbalanced authority, they typically feel frustrated and

thwarted in achieving their own and the team’s performance
goals.
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Equally, where someone has high levels of authority but limited

responsibilities, they typically don’t achieve very much and are
often perceived as a dictator by other team members or a ‘Little
Hitler’ and certainly not someone to follow.

Of course, the answer for optimum performance, fulfillment and

reward is to balance authority and responsibility and then you

have that great environment of an empowering culture where
people in the workplace deliver that much sought after
‘discretionary effort.’

It’s worth noting that discretionary effort is of course a choice, not
a requirement.

It’s important to understand that these modern approaches are a
long way from just telling clients what to do, even if we have
wide ranging financial acumen. Being an expert and highlighting

options to clients, will always have a key place in advisory
services and of course, it’s called and is familiar to us as
consulting.

We call this alternative, highly effective and modern approach,
facilitation. It’s important to realize that what we mean is APPLIED
facilitation, not just pure theoretical facilitation, as sometimes
taught in some business schools.
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Facilitation of large groups, or teams in corporate settings, is

very different to the applied one to one facilitation of a group of

owners and their accountant advisor. The principles are the

same, as are many techniques, but thereafter, so much is
different.

A strategic facilitation process needs to be totally outcome driven

and far from being ‘warm and fuzzy’ it’s ‘focused and
structured.’

I have given this applied facilitation a title to differentiate it from
the soft conventional wisdom on facilitation and that is, APPP.

A
P

A is for APPLIED

P

P is for PURPOSEFUL
P is for PRACTICAL
P is for PLANS
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Applied facilitation is all about gaining buy-in and ownership to

a plan by strong minded and independent people - business
owners, wealthy successful people and entrepreneurs.

The power of ownership to a plan is powerful and in fact,
essential if successful implementation is to follow.

This type of applied facilitation with passionate entrepreneurial

business owners, is a very long way from the large corporate
paint-ball focused group facilitation that is conventional wisdom.

However, applied facilitation is the only truly effective way to
encourage strong minded business owners or successful people to

A

take action with positive change.

P

Try telling them what to do, when not asked - it doesn't work!

P

When you are strategically advising clients, these facilitation

meetings are applied, purposeful and practically focused
facilitation that produces a plan. Then the fun of the
implementation and review process starts!

P

After the planning, there are real benefits in being regularly
involved and the degrees of regularity of contact and/or

meetings with a client in a year, outside of compliance contact,
depend upon several factors:
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‣ The clients’ identified need for support and progress
timelines

‣ Your time availability

‣ The clients’ affordability

‣ The clients’ appetite for speed of change
The benefits to the clients of you being regularly involved are:
‣ You can show them support and encouragement
‣ You can regularly remind them of their objectives and keep
them on track

‣ You can bring financial acumen and realism to the table
when clients get carried away!

‣ They stay flexible, by reflecting upon developments and
adapting to changing conditions

‣ They can stay focused and see progress
‣ When they lose momentum, you can motivate them to stay
on track to their plan, not your plan
‣ They can go at their pace
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The benefits to your firm are:
‣ You are at the core of your client’s plans and in a position
of optimum positive influence - their most trusted strategic
advisor

‣ You are seen as and deliver proactive advisory input

‣ You protect your client relationship and will get fewer
surprises

‣ You are regularly in a position to pick up on new advisory
projects

‣ You have recurring fees and an enhanced perception of
value

‣ You get to enjoy fulfilling and rewarding work
‣ You are VALUED!

These two lists of benefits provide a genuine win:win situation for
all concerned.

We have considered the sort of clients we have as accountants

and looked at what are the common behavioral traits of these

clients, as well as what they want from their accountants. We

have reflected upon the important aspects of relationships and
what engagement really means beyond the cliché, as well as the

need for balanced authorities and responsibilities. We looked at

the seven roles of service providers and what’s needed to TICK
all the boxes for clients.
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In summary, we saw how people matter, relationships matter and

the clear benefits of engaged and advisory positioned client
relationships.

In the next chapter, we will look at the science of change and
how to encourage positive change in our clients and in our firm,
which are the cornerstones of all advisory services.
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Chapter 5
Planning for Change and Growth
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This chapter explores why human beings do what we do, or just

as importantly, why strangely we don’t make changes, when
logically and realistically we need to act differently for our own
best interests.

We consider the old ways of doing business and what are the
key drivers of change for human beings and we also reflect on
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some conventional wisdom and how to plan for positive change,
both in clients’ businesses and our own.

Change is important because it is a natural force in the Universe
and most of us want our firms to grow, our clients’ businesses to
grow and our clients’ wealth to grow; which of course, all needs
change.

In the USA, Carol Dweck a leading professor in the field of

education, has found that people do sustainably better when they
have an ‘open growth mindset’, as opposed to a ‘fixed mindset.’
In other words, they see themselves as able to change and learn.

Our job as advisors to our clients is to encourage an ongoing
growth mindset that regularly looks as to what’s possible.

Looking forward as to what’s possible is a very different mindset
to looking back as to why it happened in the first place and
essentially, this is one of the major differences between our
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existing primarily compliance role and our developing future
advisory role.

We live in a world where change is rapid and businesses must
be vibrant and ready to refine strategies to accommodate

external changes. When mountaineers climb Everest, they have
several base camps at which they stay overnight, to acclimatize

and even go up and come down again, until they are ready to
go for the summit.

I’m sure you have heard it many times before, but in terms of
business, “How do you eat an elephant?” The answer truly is,

“One spoonful at a time” and so it is with strategic growth and
change.

This won’t be the first or last time you read it in this book, but

success really is a process, not a one-off event and when it comes

to new client-centric advisory services, this defines the core of a
most trusted advisor role, especially in comparison to one of a
one-off technical problem solver.

When helping clients strategically grow, we don’t want zig-zags,

we want a steady strategic curve or route, that gets refined to
match changing circumstances, but still hones unerringly on the
owners’ goals.
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It’s important that as advisors, we have some basic knowledge of
why our clients do what they do and of course this has benefits

not just with clients, but also with staff motivation and of course,
yourself.

We delve later in this chapter into some simple Behavioral
Science behind our own and client drivers and hopefully this will
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help explain some basics.

As advisors, having an understanding of drivers to success, is

highly beneficial and this chapter aims to broaden this

understanding. There is no doubt that we are all very different
and unique human beings and thank goodness for this fact!

Prior to the Digital Age and in a more hierarchal society, we had

an established command and control structure in business that
people accepted and especially in the profession. Performance
levels were limited and very few people delivered discretionary
input, but businesses still thrived.

Unfortunately, this command and control approach just doesn’t
seem to work today in Western Society, as the Digital Age has

provided all of us with a myriad of choice and everyone expects
and indeed demands, to be more in control.

However, it has always been true that you cannot GET anyone to
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do anything, unless you have total control over them and without
that total control, they must really want to do something, to act as
you want.

Control takes a lot of effort to maintain and sustainability is

inevitably a real issue. However, there is no need for anarchy;
people just require something to drive them on to act differently,
or at least have the expectation or perception of choice.

Increasingly and admirably, modern day society’s preference is

to judge people by their actions and behaviors, rather than their
looks, color, sexuality, religion or nationality. We do still suffer the

scourge of tribalism, but one day perhaps we will evolve to an

even more worldlier and more sophisticated and intelligent
perspective. Judging people by their actions, at least provides
some room for positive change.

However, as individuals we do hold something in place that
perhaps might discourage businesses from pigeon-holing us and
that is what we call Self Identity. Our Self Identity is how we see
ourselves and it’s totally unique and personal to each person. It’s

our personality and human perception DNA and it’s for this

reason that when faced with the need for changed behavior, you

might hear someone say, “It’s just the way I am.” In other words,
“I’m incapable of change.”
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This is not a growth mindset!
Given that our actions and behaviors are so key to what drives
these actions, why isn’t it just straightforward and easy to act
differently and get better results?

The business world has avidly adopted personality profiling, such

as Myers-Brigg’s sixteen basic personality types; and why not, it
makes something complicated, like people, seem simple?
Personality profiling could be seen to imply that individuals are

just the way they are, whereas of course behaviors, although

driven by strong motivators, are possible to be changed. This

involves connecting with the right Thought Influencing Behaviors
and these are affected by our attitudes, beliefs, intentions and of
course, the effort needed to change.

Our Self Identity creates our life and to some extent, we make

that life fit our own identity and therefore our reality. Of course,

circumstances beyond our control do impact on us and in fact
refine our Self Identity. This can be influenced by our
environment, particularly messages from our childhood and these

become our strong truths and our unique window on life. Our

own self-talk goes about matching our life to our Self-Identity and

our genes, parental effects and lifetime experiences have
moulded this Self-Identity, so it’s a powerful force for every one of
us.
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Therefore, we have our very own personal and unique belief

system and we look for things that confirm our beliefs and often
reject anything that conflicts with these beliefs; even if it might be
helpful to us!

However, the antidote to this old conventional wisdom, is that we
can shift our Self Identity by changed actions that produce better
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feelings and results and thus new behaviors. The magic is that
subtly over time, this will refine our Self Identity and open more
opportunities for change. This is the stuff of Cognitive Behavioral

Therapy (CBT) and the good, in fact great news, is that we can
all change, if we want to.

It’s perfectly understandable that most people find change
uncomfortable and clearly, this chapter covers generic drivers, as
for every rule there is an exception; such as for example, Extreme

Sports Enthusiasts who are very different to most accountants. You
might be both, but I doubt it!

Regularity of environment and actions provides security and as

human beings, this is a major and completely natural desire. It’s

the warm dry cave away from the danger of wild animals and
the fight or flight response, which is natural in human beings and
is well known.

Often, simply the threat of a change is all that is needed to
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trigger a fight or flight response and clearly, when people are in

fight or flight mode, they are less open to change. Behavioral
Scientists define two types of motivation that might drive us to act
and these are: Intrinsic Motivation which are motivations by the

individual and Extrinsic Motivation which are motivations from
outside.
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Intrinsic Motivations take the form of:
‣ Self desire to seek out new things or gain knowledge
‣ Desire for reward

‣ Belief by the individual that they have what it takes to reach
their goals

‣ Belief that where they are now, is primarily up to them
‣ An interest in mastery or understanding

‣ Focus on the change, rather than rewards or punishments
Extrinsic Motivations take the form of:
‣ Activities to gain defined and perceived rewards

‣ Activities to avoid punishments, often defined by the
hierarchy

‣ Activities to avoid the negative impact of competition

‣ Other people being re-enforcers of the need for action
Extrinsic rewards can reduce intrinsic motivation and conversely,
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punishments can increase intrinsic influences.
Motivation to change by new actions can also be summarized in
the form of two types of progress:
Towards progress
Away from progress
‘Away from progress’ tends to be the initial motivation to change,
but can also be short-lived and ‘Towards progress’ tends to be
longer-term and can be seen as life changing. These can best be

explained with a simple metaphor. If you imagine yourself in the

middle of a long room, at one end of the room is a roaring warm
fire and at the other end is a block of freezing cold ice. Do you

move towards the warmth of the fire or away-from the cold block

of ice? Either way, towards or away from, you are moving in the
same direction?

Contrary to what we would probably want to believe, most of us

make decisions to change our actions based upon emotion

supported by logic and not the other way around - worrying, isn’t
it? Simplistically, our right brain controls emotions and our leftbrain logic. Furthermore, we can summarize these drivers to act
into three simple types, two emotional and one logical.
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Wants - where we are emotionally driven to want something.
Not Wants - where we are emotionally driven to not want
something, such as pain or difficulty.

Needs - where we clearly need to do something, but for

some reason, which could be denial, we don’t feel the fear
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of pain strong enough, YET!

Often the best driver for change is that of not wanting pain or

difficulty, as we genuinely seem to require something significant

to move us away from comfortable, as that cave can be very
alluring. The complex inter-dependant behavioral process can be
summarized as:

Thoughts (left brain - needs) create our feelings.
Perceived results experienced from behaviors, put through
the filter of Self-Identity, reinforce our thoughts.

Feelings (right brain – wants and not wants) drive our
behaviors.

Behaviors are driven by our thoughts.
Change involves breaking this cycle with fresh thoughts and fresh
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actions and ‘not being comfortable enough yet’ is a state where

we know something isn’t right or we want change but we haven’t
yet found the right momentum to change. It’s seems that it’s only

when we are really hungry, that we venture out of the cave! Our
thoughts about now are key to our current identity and positive

change is driven by articulating how we want to feel and thus we
have a gap to fill.

This is filled by agreeing and taking fresh actions, that become

behaviors and new feelings about where we are, which creates
our thoughts and a positively changed identity.
This is how positive change works!

THOUGHTS
ABOUT NOW

NEW FEELINGS

POSITIVE
CHANGE

FRESH ACTIONS
AND BEHAVIORS
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HOW DO WE
WANT TO FEEL?

Once we get past the natural phase of denial, the best drivers of

change do seem to be ‘not wants.’ However, if we are looking
for a perfect motivator, even more effective than ‘not wants’, then
‘wants’ that are ‘needs’, will fit the bill perfectly.

This state seems to represent our right and left brain in balance;
emotion and logic working together and world class athletes call
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this, “Getting into the Zone!”

Decision making is a cognitive process where the outcome is a
choice between alternatives and in an applied facilitated process

(APPP), we are aiming for the smoothest decisions possible.
Decision making is a mixture of emotion and logic and the latest
scientific research is showing that emotions play a much greater
part than logic in key decisions. On top of this, emotion takes the

shortest time, because of the time the brain takes to access the
rational cortex.
Neuroscientist

Antonio

Damasio

made

a

ground-breaking

discovery that showed that emotion plays the key part in decision

making, although of course, professional sales people have
known this for years!

Loewnstein and Lerner also found that you could divide emotions

during decision making into two strands; anticipating future
emotions and immediate emotions. Based upon my own
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facilitation of both business owners and partners in accounting

firms, during a well facilitated meeting, many emotions
experienced by clients are anticipated emotions.

When helping clients make positive changes it's best to follow a

process and not simply challenge people to "Do it differently!" I
have developed a simple 7 step change process, which has
relevance with all change.

7 STEP CHANGE PROCESS

I recommend a proven way to
integrate positive change, whether
personally, or in business and the
process can be simply summarized
as a 7 Step Change Process:

SEVEN
SIX
FIVE
FOUR

how can I progress
these changes in a
step-by-step
what changes do I process?
want and need,
both towards and
away from
motivated?

THREE
TWO
ONE

where do I
want to go?

reflections and
realistically,
where am I
now?
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where do I start
with my new
actions?

how can I maintain
progress?

when do I next
take stock?

Simplistically, people can be split between ‘primarily thinkers’ or
‘primarily feelers’ and the challenge as a ‘thinking accountant’ is

to engage with a ‘feeling entrepreneurial client.’ That’s where the

power of carefully crafted best practice questions and words
comes in, because it demonstrates understanding, interest and
rapport.

I’m hoping all this behavioral science hasn’t been too much for

you and has given you a taste of the underlying drivers of
change. In terms of applying it in your role as advisor with
clients, it’s sufficient to just have this level of basic understanding.

How do we as advisors, help deliver this change; and the
answer, is of course FACILITATION?

The old ways of doing business as a professional advisor just

won’t work anymore, but they were wonderfully simple and
effective; be an expert, tell clients what to do and remain in a
slightly aloof and untouchable place - but no more!

Facilitation works and the reasons are quite straightforward and
can be explained in a simple travel metaphor. In my business
role, I travel reasonably frequently between the UK and USA and
although we do many things very similarly, there are also some

differences; pants and underwear, pavement and sidewalk,
vacation and holiday, or even elevator and lift.
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If I get off the airplane at New York JFK and ask a local, “How
do I get to Birmingham?” they might answer, “You need an

American Airlines flight, but will need to change over in Charlotte
NC.”

The trouble is that I wanted to get to Birmingham, Warwickshire,
England!

The message here is that you need to ask the right people the
right question, in other words the right person was a British

person and the right question was, “How do I get to Birmingham,
Warwickshire, England?”

When it comes to strategic advisory services and facilitation, the

right people are the owners themselves and the right questions
are your carefully crafted questions as facilitator.

Our clients know the answers to the questions, we just need to

ask them in the best way, in the right order and in a manner,
that’s easy to answer (and ask) - simple really!
Ask the RIGHT questions.
Of the RIGHT people.
In the RIGHT order.
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And you will get the RIGHT answers.
The right questions are facilitated carefully crafted questions that

are easy to answer. The right people are our clients, they know

their businesses better than anyone. The right order is represented
by a proven and structured advisory process.

The right answers are ideas and buy-in by the clients to an
agreed

way

forward.

The

collaborative

process

ensures

ownership by the clients and greatly enhances the likelihood of
action and thus change.

That’s the magic of facilitation; people who are interestED are
seen as interestING.

If that wasn’t enough to attract you, facilitation comes with very
low or no risk, so it’s a low risk/high reward role.

Try it and see - sit back and listen to people talking and nod and
acknowledge at intervals, as well as ask a few questions. You will
be appreciated.

This is the power of facilitation!
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These are eight important elements to

any successful APPLIED facilitation session:
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1

LEADERSHIP

2

LEADERSHIP IS EVERYTHING
STRUCTURE

3

LEADERSHIP
BE AN ACTIVE LISTENER

4

LEADERSHIP
POSITIVITY

You need to lead through an agreed and pre-defined
structure and maintain control throughout.

A sound
you
needstructure
to lead through
to a meeting
an agreed
is vital,and
to avoid
pre-defined
a ‘free for all’
structure
and
a chaotic
and maintain
session. control throughout.

you
You need
need to
to lead
use active
through
listening
an agreed
skills and
and pre-defined
this extends to
structure
being sensitive
and maintain
to people’s
control
body
throughout.
language, as well as words.

you
As facilitator,
need to lead
it’s your
through
job an
to maintain
agreed and
a positive
pre-defined
environment
structure
throughout.
and maintain control throughout.
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1

LEADERSHIP
A COLLABORATIVE DYNAMIC

6

LEADERSHIP
AVOID
ANALYTICS

7

FORWARD
LEADERSHIP
FACING
AVOID ANALYTICS

8

FOCUS
ON
ACTION AND NEXT STEPS
FORWARD
FACING
AVOID
ANALYTICS
LEADERSHIP
Ultimately
your
facilitation
judged
by the
focus on the
future
not the process
past andisit’s
important
to client’s
avoid

you
The need
wholetopoint
leadofthrough
a facilitated
an agreed
session
andis pre-defined
one of
structure
collaboration,
and maintain
asking the
control
right throughout.
questions of the right people
and your job as facilitator, is to develop this dynamic, as this
will massively contribute to buy-in.

Despite
you
need
often
to lead
yourthrough
natural an
inclinations,
agreed and
avoid
pre-defined
analysis and
structure solving,
problem
and maintain
as thiscontrol
comesthroughout.
after planning sessions.

Focus
you
need
on the
to lead
futurethrough
not thean
past
agreed
and it’s
and
important
pre-defined
to avoid
despite often your natural inclinations, avoid analysis and
structure
any
agonizing
and maintain
over past
control
mistakes
throughout.
and getting into the
problem solving, as this comes after planning sessions.
paralysis of analysis, as it’s a ‘what’s possible’, growth
mindset you wish to nurture.

despite
often
your through
natural inclinations,
avoid
analysis and
you
need
to lead
anaagreed
and
pre-defined
subsequent
actions,
part
of
change
process,
any
agonising
over as
past
mistakes
and getting
intosotheyour
problem
solving,
as thiscontrol
comesthroughout.
after planning sessions.
structure
maintain
focus
needs
to
be
upon
commitment
to next steps
actions,
paralysis
ofand
analysis,
asait’s
a ‘what’s possible’,
growth
within
anyou
ongoing
mindset
wish toprocess.
nurture.
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Before starting, frame your role and what’s going to happen and
set realistic expectations. I have several tips for you, after my

many years of experience as facilitator and as the designer of the

Complete Advisory Solution best practice facilitation tools and
these are:

‣ Aim to reach agreement within the group and don’t ever
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engage in a battle of wills

‣ Ensure there is respect for you as facilitator, all individuals
and for the process and structure of the meeting
‣ Encourage collaboration

‣ Aim for buy-in to aligned objectives and then people are
much more likely to follow planning with actions

‣ Aim to inspire the group to feel positive about their common
future

Rest assured, that with the right process, this applied facilitated

approach can be offered to clients without any concerns about
the behavioral science behind facilitation - it just works! It’s one

of the strange, but magical aspects of personal development and
strategic and personal planning, that articulating and recording

our goals, seems to make them more likely to be achieved.
Possibly, it’s a message to our powerful sub-conscious mind that
when we record it, we mean it.

As human beings, it’s understandable we want to be in control of
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our lives, but unfortunately, sometimes and tragically we can’t, as

occasionally bad stuff just happens. However, we can feel in
control and this is a very good feeling. Therefore, if we aim to

control the controllable, then we have a reasonable chance of
feeling in control and if you help your entrepreneurial control
freak clients feel more in control, you will get all the accolades

you deserve. Success and happiness really is a process, not a

one-off event and if you don’t know where you are going,
beware.... you just might get there!

It simply proves that planning in business for what clients want,

has real value to all concerned. We have reflected upon what
drives people (us and our clients), to do what we do, or don’t do

and we have looked at why this is the way. This greater

understanding of the simple behavioral science of engagement,
will be a major help to you in developing advisory client-centric,
whole of client services.

We have looked at the magic of facilitation and its core place in

structured advisory services and I have set-out some tips and
ideas on best practice facilitation. In the next chapter, we move

onto what are advisory services and how they all fit together and
become quality structured services to be delivered to clients.
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Chapter 6
The Essence of Advisory Services
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We looked in the last chapter at planning for positive change
and why people do what they do (or don’t) and in this chapter,

we look at how you can reflect this understanding in genuine
client centric, whole of client advisory services.

Because modern advisory services need to be client centric, this

means they cannot simply be technical consulting problem
solving. Let me make it absolutely clear that I am a great fan of
clever technical consulting and have enormous respect for all the

time, effort and experience that goes into creating genuine
expertize. In fact, consulting fees represent a significant part of

the financial benefits derived by firms who develop client facing
and structured advisory services.

It’s just that problem solving is not ALL that it’s about, even though

I know this flies in the face of the profession’s conventional
wisdom on advisory services. The problem is (forgive the pun), as

accountants we have been taught to be problem solvers and feel
very comfortable with this self-identity, because it matches our
often logical left brain tendencies.

Therefore, this represents a challenge to us as a profession,
because it would be wonderful if clients just agreed to match our

safe identity and let us stay as steady and secure compliance
deliverers, who are technically clever problem solvers - but they
won’t and they don’t.
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Advisory services demand a WHOLE OF CLIENT approach

where your focus is on helping the clients achieve their personal
and business goals over time and that's their ambition. Success is

personal and unique for each client and you can then position

yourself as helping the client focus on their personal and business
wants and needs, which is the WHOLE OF CLIENT approach.
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The key is to focus on a relationship based approach, rather than
just a transactionally driven relationship.

Just recall again the three most important things that clients say
they want from us as accountants.

To understand them - their goals, aims and business drivers,
in other words to truly get under their skins.

To be proactive - not simply reactive to problems identified…
they hate reactivity!

To be in for the long haul - not to simply jump in when
problems arise and prove how clever we are!

None of these strong client wishes fits comfortably with just
compliance and technical consulting, they don’t contradict them,
they just aren’t key. Essentially, as with all services, it’s all about
the client saying to themselves; ”What’s in it for me?” People
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don’t want problems, especially towards motivated positive

entrepreneurs. They aren’t stupid and realize they will have
problems and it’s great to have help when they need it, but they

don’t want or plan to have these problems and that’s why it’s not
attractive to foresee them ahead of time.

To further emphasize this I have an analogy: Imagine you are all
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set to marry the love of your life; you are excited, happy, positive

and ready to go. Then along I come and say, “Don’t worry, I’m a
Marriage Counselor, if anything goes wrong, I’m there to help

sort it out.” I really wouldn’t be appreciated, even though I’m a
great counselor, save countless marriages who get in trouble and

care deeply about my job. People don’t like problems and don’t
relish anticipating them!

This is the issue with simply having a list of technical services,

they are fine, but not CORE to the clients’ wants. When a client
actually has a problem, the ‘need’ goes to a ‘not want’, because

they have a potentially dangerous problem that needs solving
and then they ‘want’ us, but not before. Therefore, technical

consulting is not a CORE want, but when delivered it is a
valuable service, to us and the clients.

When you position your advisory services as client-centric,
essentially you set yourself up to optimize on opportunities when
and only when a client has problems identified by the CORE
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advisory process. It’s a subtle, but powerfully different paradigm
to a list of problem solving technical services and I hope you can
see the significant difference.

Another ‘bee in my bonnet’ is the concept of ‘diagnostics’ and

firstly let me just state that I’m all in favor of reflecting and
reviewing facts, before planning action. My problem with the
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overuse of ‘diagnostics’ is that it seems to imply a form of medical

or scientific procedure, whereby the ’Diagnoser’ analyses the
‘Patient’ before undertaking major surgery. I have deliberately
used these somewhat emotive terminologies to make my point, as

quite understandably people don’t like being diagnosed or
analysed. As usual, it’s all about better framing and positioning,
but that’s why I don’t like diagnostics as a framed initial
positioning.

In many ways, the diagnostics concept is a perfect example of

how many previously rock solid and lucrative service providers
misinterpret what their clients want from them and create their

own comfortable version of this assumption, that matches their
old and long standing professional self-identities.

It’s not just in accountancy that this is happening either, as it’s

occurring in many other service sectors, where the Digital

Revolution, as we speak, is literally changing expectations and
delivery systems. As accountants, most of our traditional services
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are what I call ‘Compulsory Purchases.’ This means that the

background rationale for purchasing the service, is driven by
external factors and are needs, often governmental or regulatory.

Auditing was a compulsory purchase for many of our clients who
were corporations, but now because of worldwide regulatory
changes, the number of corporations requiring audits is much
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smaller

and

limited

to

larger

corporations,

regulatory

organizations and specific niche situations. In terms of auditing,

without a doubt, it was core, but now it’s specialist and who
would have thought this a few years ago?

Tax compliance (not tax consulting or advisory) was and still is, a

compulsory purchase, but big changes are afoot around the
world.

Online

self-assessment

appears

the

way

that

all

governments and tax authorities want to go and is a natural

progression on the back of technological capabilities. Some

governments are very advanced with these plans and some have
issues, such as the State Tax regimes in the USA. However, it’s

very much a one-way street and who knows where it will have

reached by the time you read this book, as it’s all changing that
fast.

Accounting without our help was previously well beyond most
clients and to some extent this is still partly true, for now - thank
goodness! The internet and widely available accounting software
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had to go and spoil things and it’s probably going to get a lot

worse. We covered earlier how tax and accounting consulting

and advisory will grow, but these are patently advisory services,
not compliance and that’s where the big mindset shift must
happen.

It's important to decide upon and understand your firm's

ADVISORY STACK of services to win high value new clients and
grow fees in the future.

We split advisory services into three groups:
PRIMARY ADVISORY SERVICES - are those services that create,

update and review clients' plans. These are VISTECH services

which are explained later in this chapter. These PRIMARY
SERVICES require structure and process to ensure quality control,
consistency and enable leverage and scaling, which is covered in
Chapter 10.

SECONDARY ADVISORY SERVICES - once you fully understand

the client plans, you can decide which additional services you

wish to provide to help to implement these plans. These
secondary services include tax planning, management reporting

and FINTECH services, budgeting, forecasting and potentially
many more.
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TERTIARY ADVISORY SERVICES - represent all the services that
clients may need, but that you decide not to provide and that can

be outsourced. These could include financial services and wealth
management, legal, marketing or HR services.

PRIMARY VISTECH services put you in control of the client
relationship
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and

therefore

best

positioned

to

deliver

SECONDARY ADVISORY SERVICES and introduce providers of

TERTIARY ADVISORY SERVICES. The make-up of each firm's
advisory stack will be specific to them and influenced by their

size and client base. However, whatever your stack, PRIMARY is
the client centric, essential starting point. PRIMARY really is
PRIMARY!

VISTECH SERVICES are all about fulfilling clients stated wants

from their accountants. Therefore, VISTECH focuses on the clients'
vision and goals, creating plans, helping them implement these
plans and keeping them on track to the success they want.

It takes a WHOLE OF CLIENT approach, which is why VISTECH
enhances FINTECH and complements COMPLIANCE services, to

then gain maximum client spend and satisfaction all round.
Therefore, VISTECH is more than just about the numbers.

VISTECH is relationship based, with a whole of client approach
to business and personal wealth generation and is not
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transactionally driven.
FINTECH

-

performance.

is

about

measuring

and

improving

business

COMPLIANCE- is about adhering to regulations and are highly
structured and well established.

If you are truly client centric, everything is advisory, including
compliance!

The alternative to ‘Compulsory Purchases’ are ‘Discretionary

Purchases’ and here we are well and truly into client-centric
advisory services territory, but what is the difference between the
two? Compulsory Purchases are ‘needs’ driven and thus a logical

purchasing decision, based upon efficiency, price, reliability and

the question being asked by the client is not, “Do I want this?”
because they know they ‘need’ it, but the question being asked
by them internally of themselves is, “Who should I buy this from?”

We do still have loyalty from clients, mainly because of the levels

of trust needed in someone who is looking after your money, but

it’s slowly decreasing. On the other hand, Discretionary
Purchases must appeal to client ‘wants’ and ‘not wants’, which
are emotive drivers and much less logical.
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If we are to build advisory services, then we must appeal to these

more emotive discretionary drivers, as well as the more logical
aspects of the specific Compulsory Services. That’s my advice

with Compulsory and Discretionary Services; be clear which
each is and match your market messaging to the requirements of
each service line, but above all else, be aware that things are

changing and the old ways won’t do any more. For the rest of

this chapter, we will focus upon the key elements of advisory
services.

One of the important aspects of delivering advisory services is to
establish you as the client’s Most Trusted Advisor or MTA. Trusted

advisor is good, but MOST trusted is where you want to be. If

you are not in the room or online when strategic decisions are

being made, you are just an IMPLEMENTER. Then, you are
definitely not an MTA, however much you want to kid yourself
that you are!

Being seen as the Most Trusted Advisor provides a firm and an

accountant with real differentiation and its clearly genuinely
client-centric. When you are a MTA, clients will not leave you by

choice and you are perfectly positioned to optimize spend to
match client affordability. In addition, clients are much more

likely to refer you to others who they feel, would also benefit from
a MTA.
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In today’s highly competitive and demanding world, as advisors,
it’s not enough any more to just deliver value, we must be
indispensable, which is a big call. This means connecting with

the client’s reasons for being in business and what I call their
MOST IMPORTANT THINGS.

You might have heard these referred to as mission or purpose

statements, but I have always felt this to be too corporate for

entrepreneurs. If you ask a client, “What are the most important
things to you about being in business?” their answer will be

typically one or two short sentences long and be simple,
individual and highly emotive. Strangely, clients tend to assume
everyone else’s most important things are the same as theirs’, as

they feel them so strongly, they believe it’s how it is for everyone;
but of course, it isn’t. They are unique and individual. Simply

asking and getting a client to articulate their most important
things, is a powerful exercise and strongly demonstrates your
understanding of them and what drives them.

Being seen by a client as indispensable has at its core, the
client’s perception that you understand their most important things

and you are key to helping them achieve them and stay on track.
Success is a perception that varies with individuals, but again,

because of the strength of their beliefs, clients believe everyone
has the same definition of success and of course, we don’t!
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For control freak entrepreneurs, feeling successful is a big deal

and if we can help them feel more in control and thus more
successful, then we are well on the way to them seeing us as
indispensable. Ultimately, it’s about the client valuing your role in

their future success (by their definition) and hopefully you can see

now that advisory services are not JUST about problem solving. I
have explained the most important things that drive entrepreneurs

and these tend to rarely change, but they do gradually, but
slowly refine as a business matures and an individual’s life
evolves and develops. Of course, life changing traumas can
change these most important things in an instant; but such is life!

At its most basic, strategic planning and goal setting is about

asking three key questions, of course within various other subquestions and structures, but none-the-less, three core questions:

Where are
you now?

Where do
you want (not just
need) to go?

How do you plan
to get there?
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Of course, being seen as indispensable, is a process and in

parallel, my core belief is that success is a process, not a one-off
event. That’s not to say actions don’t count, because they do, they

just need to be acted upon within a plan, to achieve a person’s
most important things.

I’m a great believer in the stepping stones concept, because if

you want to cross a fast-flowing stream and don’t want to get too
wet, you need stepping stones to help you across.

The key stone, is the one nearest the bank, your next step and this

needs to be close enough to the bank, to encourage your first
move across the stream. You also need to see the way across the
stream, after this first stone.

I will now reflect with you as to why strategic planning and goal
setting is so important and core to delivering structured clientcentric advisory services.

This is the essence of planning and in many ways, there is still

much confusion in the market about strategy, so I will first reflect
upon what a strategic plan is not:
✘ It’s not a master plan
✘ It’s not just for large corporations
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✘ It’s not a prediction of the future
✘ It’s not a clever consultant telling clients what to do or
where to go with their business

✘ It’s not a report that sits on the shelf getting dusty
✘ It’s not a cashflow forecast
✘ It’s not a budget
It is a live, vibrant plan of the owners’ goals and how they move
towards what they want and is owned by the clients and needs to
be up to date. In other words, it matters and is a key part of
providing structured business advisory services.

You will want to avoid a zig-zag strategy with clients, as this will

be chaotic, waste resources, take too long and doesn’t provide

any semblance of control. The best reality is a smooth curved
route to a subtly refining destination.

I will next cover the strategic planning process I recommend that
you operate when advising and facilitating clients and it’s this
simple:

1. Articulate the Most Important Things for ALL owners and
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find out how they truly FEEL about things now and how they
want them to be in their personal objectives and aims.

2. Debate and agree collective aligned Agreed Strategic
Objectives over the next 3 to 5 years and these are the

business goals and are outcomes that are specific, achievable
and measurable.

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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3. Reflect on the key issues and opportunities to get from now
to the Strategic Objectives - essentially the stepping stones.

4. Based upon 1 to 3, look at the next 5 years in terms of a
realistic financial business model.

5. Based upon 1 to 4, prioritize the projects for the next 12
months.

6. Based upon 1 to 5, agree the next step initial actions.
7. Record all this in a simple plan and a 12-month Road Map
to visually set the path forwards.

That’s our recommended best practice strategic planning process,

although it’s more a business success process and it hasn’t
changed much since I created it back in the early Strategic
Planning Toolkit days. This is despite years of input, usage and
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feedback from accountants using it with their clients all around
the world. Basically, people are people and the behavioral

science behind goal setting, action and success, remains
constant.

I know some high-tech companies say they need to strategically

plan weekly, because so much changes so quickly in their

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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industry and to some extent this is true, although I suspect it's

tactics that change rapidly, not strategy. However, for most of us

in business, an annual cycle is sufficient and feels comfortable
and familiar.

The planning process of implementation breaks progress down
into incremental projects, not one Big Bang change project and

people seem to prefer this approach. However, the key and most
important aspect of a change process, is that people are

motivated to make positive change and to take their next step
actions.

Of course, that’s your job now, as strategic most trusted advisor!
There is a movie metaphor I use to emphasize the need for
motivation to act and it’s from the Star Wars film called The
Empire Strikes Back. Yoda the Jedi Master has Luke Skywalker on

planet Dagobah and is teaching him the art of mindful Jedi
Warrior levitation. Luke can’t seem to manage it and after
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flopping repeatedly into the filthy swamp, in a fit of frustration he

shrieks, “OK - I will give it a try.” Yoda quietly, but firmly,

responds, “DO and DO NOT...there is no TRY.” It’s a wonderfully
apt lesson for us all!

Therefore, when your clients have a clearly articulated and
recorded strategy, the following benefits will accrue:

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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‣ Your clients are much more likely to achieve their most

important things and know exactly where they are at any time
‣ They will be focused and optimizing resources

‣ Your clients will free long-term investment decisions by
having clear short, medium and long-term perspectives

‣ Your clients will have greater flexibility, because when they
know what they want, it’s easier to adapt

‣ Your clients can gain enhanced buy-in when they share
their goals with co-owners or relevant key employees

‣ Your clients gain that magic of a greater feeling of control
and when they feel more in control, success is more likely

These are very worthwhile benefits, especially when you consider

how relatively simple it is to articulate and develop clear

strategies for your clients and importantly, that they own
themselves.

An annual strategic review is key to a structured advisory process
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because it provides an annual event upon which to focus

everyone’s attention, you and your client. The review can follow
the annual accounts completion, or precede it when budgets are

being put together. The annual strategic review importantly
articulates and confirms your strategic role and it provides
transparency for all concerned.

It also delivers an ongoing process from which to secure

recurring fees and upon which to ‘hang your advisory hat.’
Clearly, the clients receive a copy of the plan and then the fun

starts when you support them in the implementation of their plans,
one project at a time and one action at a time.

The annual strategic review is a powerful collaborative fulcrum
upon which to pivot your client centric, whole of client structured

advisory services. In the previous chapter, I explained the major

benefits of facilitation and this is especially true with the annual
strategic review.

To facilitate a plan, you need ALL owners present and ONLY
owners. As independent facilitator, you are perfectly positioned
to lead the change process, at little risk to yourself and with the

best chance to pick-up on the myriad of opportunities that
develop. People who share their goals, are 48% more likely to
achieve these goals, than those that don’t share and therefore it’s
clear, it works!
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We have looked at how the annual facilitated strategic review is

key to providing client centric structured advisory services, but

now let’s consider what makes up a wide ranging advisory
offering.

When we get right down to grass roots, there are essentially five
types of advisory services that match an advisory process.

‣ Facilitated Discovery - short meetings of under one hour,
that are structured and provide copies of the meeting as a
deliverable. These are exploratory discovery meetings to

establish what matters to the clients. They are essentially highlevel reviews and typically delivered free by accountants,

because so much potential advisory work derives from such
meetings. Accountants find that these types of meetings are
highly engaging and collaborative, impress clients and

demonstrate a high level of understanding, all of which creates
client satisfaction and improves retention.

‣ Facilitated Annual Strategic Reviews - delivered annually in
3 to 4-hour meetings, either over one, two or three sessions
and definitely chargeable and at an accountants’ highest
premium charging rate.

‣ Facilitated Implementation Support - probably quarterly onehour meetings to support clients with the implementation of
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their plans and encourage them to maintain momentum and
keep on track and fully chargeable.

‣ Facilitated Drill-Down Planning - when specific areas of
performance are identified, you can drill-down to plan for

improvement in focused areas. I cover what areas in the next

chapter, but these planning sessions are likely to constitute 2 to
3-hour meetings and be fully chargeable, at top premium
rates.

THE BUSINESS ADVISORY PROCESS
STRATEGIC REVIEW
Initially two half day or one full day session
with the owners
Thereafter annually one half day session

ANNUAL
STRATEGIC
REVIEW

Personal and business objectives
Review of key areas of the business
Financial outcomes planning
Projects and actions

Q3
ROAD MAP
REVIEW

INITIAL
DISCOVERY
MEETING

Q1
IMPLEMENTATION
MEETING

DEVELOPMENT MEETINGS
1 to 2-hour quarterly review meetings
Business performance to date
Discussion on key areas
Fresh actions

Q2
PERFORMANCE
MEETING

Using coaching and review templates

YOUR COMPLETE BUSINESS ADVISORY
PROCESS TO DELIVER TO ENTREPRENEURIAL
CLIENTS
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‣ Technical Consulting - fee paying advisory projects or

instructions, very often highlighted by the planning process,
but not always. The sort of technical advisory services you

offer, will depend upon the resources and capabilities within
your firm. The following is a typical wish list:
‣ Tax planning, reviews and advice
‣ Accounts reviews and advice

‣ Funding and cashflow advice and management

‣ Key performance management advice and reviews
‣ Advice on business structures and regulations
‣ Business valuations

‣ Financial services advice and wealth management
‣ Succession planning

‣ Merger and acquisition work
‣ Valuation work

The key is that you have one client facing advisory process that
you can articulate to the market, but that is also consistent with

how you deliver advisory services and of course operate
internally.

The value in advisory services is not just in fees from strategic

reviews, but from all of these services and often the fees from
consulting can be very significant.
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It’s for this reason that your advisory services need to be

structured and not ad hoc and to support this I recommend you

have an articulated Advisory Process, which must be client
facing, not just a list of technical services.

An Advisory Process enables you to leverage best practice and
maintain quality control in this developing area of your firm. To

support these new services, you need a practice culture that
recognizes the fundamental importance of client centric advice,

rather than the now worn, ‘Added value, cream on the cake’
message. Just like we routinely have with audit and tax, it’s a

very sound idea to have an Advisory Standard Operating
Process or SOP.

In fact, why wouldn’t you follow what you know to be the way to

achieve leverage and quality in other key services? For example,

in the Complete Advisory Solution we have a 30-page Business

Advisory SOP, which our accountant licensees around the world
use. In this book, I will limit my advice to just the headline needs
of a Business Advisory SOP.

A SOP procedures manual requires these basic ingredients:
Your agreed market positioning.
An articulation of your internal advisory culture.
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Your introductory discovery processes.
The process for delivering the annual strategic review,

including details of the order, content, questions, structure
and importantly, deliverables.

The process for delivering the annual wealth review
A defined Advisory Process.
Pricing and charging policies.
Packaging of services to clients.
A list of consulting services, with details of

systems and engagement letters.

delivery

Access to education, training and support resources.
Every firm will integrate advisory services at a pace that suits

them and this chapter covers the full range of services and the
support processes to deliver these services. Not for the last time, I
reiterate again the need to get started and go at a pace that suits

you, as any level of improved advisory engagement will have a
positive impact on you as the advisor, your firm and your clients.
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One final thought...perhaps accountants act for their more
impulsive entrepreneurial clients as their outsourced pre-frontal
cortex!

In the next chapter, we look at how to create space for growth
which, as we know, is a very important matter!
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Chapter 7
Creating Space to Grow
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It’s all very well knowing that advisory services are a key part of

a progressive firm’s future, but how do we implement these
services when we are already so busy? This chapter includes

ideas on creating space to allow you to grow and develop your
revenue streams.

At its root, is an intention to deliver more advisory services,

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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because it’s a key strategic need and important to get at least
started. So, how do you make time?

We are born, we die and in between there is time and it’s that
simple! For every human being, not just accountants, time is a

precious commodity and in today’s modern digital world, never is
this more obvious. Accountants have always lived by time; we

manage our performance by time, we analyse what we do by
time and importantly, we charged by time. Clients asked us if the,

“Clock is ticking”, so they clearly understand the deal when it
comes to their accountant’s charging system!

Accountants never seem to have enough time and the impact of

the financial downturn, the pandemic and the ongoing affect of

technology, has meant most of us are working harder and harder,
often for only incremental gains. Technology was supposed to
release we human beings from the toil of boring graft, but, it has

simply squeezed efficiency and meant we are all expected to do
more than ever before. So much for the IT revolution and it being
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humans’ salvation!
The big question for partners in accountancy firms is, “How do I
focus on advisory services that I know are essential for our
sustainable long-term future, when I have such chargeable hour
and client pressures?”

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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It’s a good question and the lack of any answer can feel like
being

on

a

chargeable

hour

hamster

wheel,

which

is

uncomfortable in the extreme; but, what is time? We work on a
24-hour clock that you would imagine straightforwardly and
numerically answers the question.

However, does it? 20 minutes sitting in the dentist’s waiting room
to have a tooth removed, is not the same 20 minutes as those

spent frolicking in the swimming pool with your children or
grandchildren. It’s the same unit of measurement, but not the
same experience of time passing and to that extent, value.

Use of time is about the quality and effectiveness of our use of
what we have available, not just about how efficient we are with

this time. We read a lot about time management, but of course

the reality is that we cannot manage time at all, we can only
manage how we use the time we have available.

When considering the quality of the time we have, it’s important
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to remind ourselves that without good health, we dramatically

reduce the quality and amount of time we have to achieve what
we want. When planning for the use of our own time, it’s wise to

always have a view on protecting our health, although I

acknowledge that for different people, this has different
implications.

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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Therefore, the key question with time is not, “How much?” but it’s,

“What?” As we covered in earlier chapters, BUSY is a four-letter

word and this red badge of courage has no place in a growth
mindset mentality.

When planning to use your time more effectively, the most
important thing is that your use of time moves you on towards
your own goals and objectives, as this is the ultimate litmus test of

effectiveness. Given that effectiveness is your ultimate aim, how

can you better use that precious commodity of time and also
enjoy the experience?

One solution that’s almost certainly not an option, is to work
harder, as it’s very likely that as an accountant, you already work
as hard as your health and a balanced lifestyle allows.

For people in your firm to help with a change process, you will
need their buy-in and support and one of the ways to achieve this
is to create a ‘move on up for challenge’ culture in your practice.
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This is a culture where you promote and articulate a core belief in

the firm that everyone is encouraged and expected to challenge
themselves to new and fresh roles, including the partners and this
then creates space for growth and change.

With this culture in place, your people are more likely to buy-in to

supporting your plans to use your own time better, as it is unlikely

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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you can simply do this on your own. As we covered in an earlier

chapter, it’s a fundamental element of behavioral science that
where peoples’ roles have authority and responsibility in
balance, they perform best.

Too much authority and not enough responsibility (sometimes true
of

partners)

doesn’t

work

and

neither

does

responsibility and not enough authority (frustration).

too

much

Therefore, if there is one change you need to facilitate to achieve

your own better use of time, then buy-in by your people to an

articulated leverage plan is a sound objective. This is your own
personal Leverage Plan for better use of your time to enable
advisory growth, that is supported by others.

This is a good time to look at how you might get maximum help

from others and what are the human dynamics that you might
consider. Of course, we are working on the assumption that you
can’t GET anyone to do anything and therefore you need to use
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the very best buy-in and empowerment techniques.
For simplicity, later in this chapter, I put people in all

organizations into four groups and this helps target your
influence plan. I suggest you treat each person in your firm with
the same respect as you would a lucrative prospective new client.

Meet with them, establish their wants and issues and you must
show them, “What’s in it for them.” It’s perhaps irritating,
because you are all in the same firm, but necessary, as they are
just human beings like the rest of us.

This way you can find out any objections they might have and
then deal with them and if they need evidence that advisory
services work with clients for the firm, provide it as soon as you
can.

Do all this in a structured and patient way, one step at a time and

above all, don’t push or cajole people, as it simply doesn’t work
and ends up being counterproductive.
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The four groups I describe, who in fact are relevant for
ANY initiative in most organizations, not just when
developing advisory services, are as follows:

?

DOUBTER
SUPPORTER
ENTHUSIAST

DELIVERER
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◄ DOUBTER - their role and approach in a group is to question
literally everything new and dangerously they call themselves

pragmatists (their aim is to highlight theirs’ is the realistic and true
position). Evidence is essential to these people, so don’t argue

with them, as they are masters at digging their heels in. Doubters
often say, “We shouldn’t.”
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

◄ SUPPORTER - on the outer circle are Supporters who will not
get in your way and wish you well with your advisory plans.
However, before becoming themselves more active, they will

need something more from you and you need to find out what
this is, so you can deliver. Supporters often say, “We could.”

◄ ENTHUISIAST - sitting beside the inner core of Deliverers are
Enthusiasts who will actively support you with leads and client
introductions to advisory work. It’s important to always say,
“Thank you” to them and communicate fully to Enthusiasts

throughout the advisory process. Enthusiasts often say, “We
should and we will.”

◄ DELIVERER - at the core of the inner circle and the person or

people delivering advisory services, because they want to build

their fees and do this type of work and Deliverers believe and act
and say, “We are doing it.”

There are no short cuts to rolling-out advisory services but of
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course, there are several practical options open to you to
leverage your own time, although most involve other people:
Drop some peripheral roles you currently perform and

delegate to others - with appropriate balanced authority and
responsibility.

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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Drop some roles altogether that you currently perform especially administration roles.

Recruit new people - especially non-accountants.
Simply re-prioritize your focus - in itself, this can be powerful.
The classic Double-Bind is one where you feel that if you do one
thing, then it seems that the result of this action is that it directly

and adversely affects another. In other words, you are doomed if

you do and doomed if you don’t. The Double Bind metaphor
involves your two hands tightly bound together and the harder
you pull to the left, or to the right, the tighter the fingers stay
stuck! This is the classic metaphoric Double Bind and these are

very uncomfortable places to be for we humans. The ONLY way
out of a Double Bind is to go towards the clenched hands, by
moving your body forward and then as a result loosening the

stuck fingers. The Partner Double Bind here is, on the one hand
too busy with strategic or operational issues and chargeable hour
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time pressures, but the major strategic need to lead some

changes now. This Double Bind can be loosened by several
things.

We have covered some of these ideas already, including
implementing a move-on-up for challenge culture and leveraging
your time. Most firms operate on a well-established Production

Business Model and as covered earlier in the book, moving to a
Client Focused Business Model is an important change that is

needed and one that is being driven by external factors. The
change in your own firm can be progressive, slow and steady, or

even rapid if you choose, depending upon your needs and

preferences. However, the change in this model across to Client
Centric, is inevitable, simply because of industry and market
trends over the next few years, that just cannot be ignored.

Therefore, it’s important that if you want to get out of your Double

Bind, you explore the 'towards' choices available to you. It seems

clear that if you prioritize your focus, this will help develop
opportunities in a Leverage Plan for your time. Gain the help of

others through a refined shift-up for challenge culture and

recruiting and delegating can also form a key part of such a
plan. Breaking free from the potentially constraining Production
Model also includes several strategic changes that help facilitate
your better use of time and these include:
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‣ Developing and delivering advisory services to optimize on
client spend

‣ Focusing on applied facilitation approaches, rather than
just technical consulting

‣ Recruiting non-accountants to deliver facilitated advisory
services

‣ Focusing your time on the highest charging rate strategic

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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advisory work, to gain premium rewards for your time

‣ Securing recurring advisory instructions to aid planning
Advisory packages that firms offer to clients is another way of
optimizing on time input and of course these constitute recurring

revenues, which we accountants love. There are several ways
you can price your advisory packages, but many firms go with
fixed price programs.

These packages are normally priced using a monthly fee basis

with a rolling notice period, that is typically 3 to 6 months.
Chargeable hours on advisory work are usually at a partner’s top

charging rate and sometimes even more, because clients will pay
more for this type of strategic work. It’s the ultimate value pricing
proposition.

Time input into advisory packages is represented as job costing,

not billing processes. In terms of this new world of packages,
what can you expect? Some clients will buy-into this and some
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won’t, but what is important is not to pre-edit your clients’ wants

and affordability, as it’s always better to provide free discovery
meetings and let the clients decide what’s important to them - not
you!

Overall, you can expect better and higher returns for your time

on this type of work and an overall significant increased client
average annual spend.

In terms of your own time and focusing on advisory services
work, you probably have several current roles that can be
summarized as:

Chargeable compliance work for clients; tax, audit and
accounting.

Chargeable advisory work for clients; probably at premium
rates per hour.

Strategic non-chargeable; leadership of your firm.
Business development input; non-chargeable, but key to
growth.

Management of your firm and this doesn’t include
administration.
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Administration of your firm and non-chargeable time.
Continuing Professional Education; as required by your
profession.

It’s worth reviewing where you spend your own time now, as in
any plan, it’s all about; where you are now, where you want to
go and how you are to get there. Clearly, to take advantage of

the best leverage opportunities and to build new service line

revenues in a better Business Model, premium advisory work and
strategic leadership of your firm are key and need attention now.
Strictly speaking (and legally), delegation can be defined as,

“The granting of authority by one party to another for an agreed
purpose

whereby

the

person

granting

authority

retains

responsibility for the delegatee’s acts or omissions.” However,
management delegation is more widely recognized as, “The
sharing or transfer of authority and the related responsibility from
a superior status party who has the right to delegate.” Delegation

involves an outcome that is made up of a series of tasks or

actions, over a period of time and these outcomes can range
from one individual task to an outcome built by a wider range of

tasks. Why is delegation so important? Quite simply, leaders and

managers can’t do everything themselves and this is further
confused by the fact that most are highly motivated to achieve the

stated outcomes and probably perform the tasks better than the
person being delegated to - it’s the nature of the beast!
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Leaders tend to be constantly challenged by the, “Do the best
job, as quickly as possible” delegation conundrum. We will see
later that effective delegation is not abdication of responsibility

and that ‘busy’ really is a four-letter word. Patently, just because

we are capable and skilled, we literally cannot do everything
ourselves and it’s all too easy to inadvertently become the
blockage in the pipe of effective results.

Leaders and managers tend to be control freaks and therefore the
natural

tendency

is

to

micromanage

and

of

course,

micromanagement is the enemy of leverage. Leverage is the

ultimate business model aim. A further barrier to effective
delegation can be the busy pitfall where 'busy' is perceived as a
badge of success, whereas in reality it truly is a four-letter word!

Therefore, delegation really matters and there are clear
advantages to the delegator of effective delegation.
Freedom - of time, thoughts and energy.
Focus - freedom enables space for the delegator to focus on
their priorities.

Empowerment - it motivates the delegatee, provides status and
is a major learning experience for them.

Speed - decision making is greatly sped-up.
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Culture - it builds a positive business culture and more later on
this aspect.

Continuity - it delivers leverage and creates safer continuity,

which itself mitigates the risk of over reliance on individuals.
Succession - it can effectively groom a successor.

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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Many

businesses

and

managers

confuse

efficiency

with

effectiveness and they are not the same thing. The classic
example of ineffective efficiency is to outsource ALL customer

service to another continent and then be surprised when

customers leave your business in droves and purchase elsewhere.
It may save money on customer service resources (efficiency), but
does it outweigh the loss of business (effectiveness)?

Poor delegation confuses and frustrates and it really isn’t a
straight choice between hoarding of tasks OR dumping tasks and

an abdication of responsibility. The common mistakes of
ineffective delegation are poor briefing, interference and creating

a fear of failure. These mistakes reflect a poor balance between

authority and responsibility and when people have too much

responsibility and not enough authority, they typically feel

frustrated and disempowered. When people have too much

authority and not enough responsibility, they often stridently
command and blame. Neither situation is acceptable, but when
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people have well-balanced authority and are at the highest levels

of engagement to the set outcomes, this high level of engagement
typically delivers significant discretionary input, which is the
ultimate business culture goal.

To be an effective delegator, we need to learn the power of “yes”
and “no.” Learning to say “no-but” is a major benefit to any
manager as the “but” tones down the “no” and the “but” then

opens the door to the delegated task or outcome. Saying “yes” to
everything just because you can, is plain crazy. I like the

metaphor of the Cookie Jar where you are tasked with filling the
jar with sand, pebbles and rocks. The key message is that if you
don’t go rocks/pebbles/sand in that order, you can’t fit in the

rocks (your priorities). You may have our own unique and tailored

process, but the following is my recommended delegation
process and this represents my ideas on best practice delegation,
whether a delegator or delegatee:

1. Define the outcomes required.
2. Select a delegatee suitable for the outcomes required.
3. Assess the delegatee's suitability, skills and resources.
4. Ensure the delegatee understands their authorities and
responsibilities and is comfortable with them.
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5. Articulate the outcomes and task timelines and ensure
agreement.

6. Provide support and encouragement throughout and don’t
cross agreed authorities.

7. Reflect on the results against outcomes and feedback for
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both parties’ learnings.

Delegation is a two-way process and needs both parties to
understand, agree and act accordingly. I intensely dislike the
Bush-Whacker approach to business life, which is to abdicate

responsibility and then when results aren’t good espouse, “I knew
we shouldn’t have done that!” No responsibility, but plenty of

authority to say what they think and negatively impact on others.
It’s this type of behavior, if allowed to thrive, that can breed a
culture of fear, where people are frightened of making mistakes.

Making mistakes, but within acceptable risk parameters, is the

only way to learn and without this, innovation never thrives and
in fact dies.

Delegation ranges from, “Do as I say, nothing else and then
report back” to; “These are the outcomes required, you decide

what needs doing and get onto doing it and managing it.” In

between there is, “Have a look at it, here are the outcomes we
need; come back with your plan and I will give you the go
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ahead.” Delegation is very much per outcome and per person;

delegator and delegatee, but has a key place in a moving-on-up
for challenge business culture and of course, delivering more
strategic advisory services to clients.

In the next chapter, we look at what areas of business success to

explore with clients as part of your advisory services and how to
plan for greater success, for them and for you.
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Chapter 8
Client Business Success
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We have already seen that the new paradigm is to ensure that
our advisory services are truly client centric, with a core whole of
client strategic perspective. During strategic reviews, or indeed as

issues are highlighted, it sometimes becomes apparent that
certain areas of the client’s business require specific planning
attention. These may vary from year to year and during the life
cycle of a business. For instance, planning for exit is unlikely
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shortly after start-up, but is likely when the business is mature and
successful and for instance the owners are in their late 50s or
early 60s.

You require the whole range of services to deal with each
scenario as it develops and therefore it’s important to realize that

such meetings and events dealing with these matters are
effectively drill-down planning sessions, driven by the big picture

strategy. As an example, when undertaking some profit
improvement planning, the first thing we need to do is establish,

affirm and record the owners’ most important things and latest
strategic objectives, as without this key information, we can’t plan
for change.

The umbrella of ‘most important things’ and ‘strategic objectives’,

sits above everything and directs focus; or at least should be best
practice.

These drill down planning meetings focus on specific areas
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requiring attention and typically there are areas of technical
expertize that also spin-off from this planning, which generates
consulting and technical advisory fees. An example might be the

advice and implementation of a Cloud-based accounting system
for a client.

In summary, as strategic advisors we know we now need to be
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seen as indispensable, not just reliably useful and we require
new and refined skills and these include:

‣ To be a good questioner and attentive listener (facilitator)
‣ To be proactive and probing (facilitator)
‣ To always come from a strategic perspective (strategic
business advisor)

‣ To be supportive and very much part of the success process
(coach)

‣ To be accessible and resourceful for clients’ varied business
needs when problems are identified (technical consultant)

Let’s now look at the key factors that drive business success and
how your planning and advisory services can deliver insightful
and positive impacts. Ultimately, we must remind ourselves that
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it’s the clients who implement and make things happen, so they
must buy-into and feel part of any proposed changes. Therefore,
a collaborative and facilitative approach works so well, because
if the clients can’t see what’s possible and believe in it, it’s
unlikely there will be action and positive change.

With performance planning, there really is only one place to start
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and that’s with profit improvement, because you don’t need to be

an accountant to realize that profitability is key to business
success. However, it’s worth re-iterating specifically why this is the

case. Profits deliver cash in a sustainable way (which is the only
way), profits create investment opportunities for growth, profits
create capital value in a business, profits provide lifestyle
improvements for the owners and ultimately, profit buys choice!

But more fundamental than any of the above, are two things it’s
key

to

remember;

profit

helps

deliver,

over

time,

an

entrepreneurial owner’s most important things and for many
business owners, profit is the ULTIMATE measure of success. We
could argue that it should be long term value, but we don’t do
‘shoulds’ and try telling that to your clients - profit and cash are
their measures!

Timing of profitability during a business life cycle and ultimately

strategy, needs to drive investment decisions. Profits before
investment are very different to the black and white of the ‘bottom
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line’. As advisors, our role is to make clients aware of the key

aspects of their risk and reward dynamics and challenge what’s

possible from a fresh perspective. I don’t think I have ever

undertaken a profit improvement review without the client
effectively, or often literally saying, “We are already doing all we

can, I don’t think you will find anything.” The reason for this

negative initial stance is no doubt because they spend every
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waking minute of their working life and sometimes when wide
awake at four in the morning, TRYING to make money and doing
everything they humanly can.

It’s tough when you are at the rock face, to actually see the light
of change and our job with profit improvement planning is to

lead them to the surface, take a good look around, challenge

what’s possible and provide new and fresh perspectives and
opportunities. If you remember my earlier metaphor of, “How do

you get to Birmingham?” when it comes to profit improvement,
the RIGHT PEOPLE are the owners, as they know their business

inside out; they just need the RIGHT QUESTIONS asked of them

and in the right order. Essentially, we are helping move them
from a fixed mindset to a growth mindset.

One problem we face as accountants, is that many people see us
as ‘cost cutters extraordinaire’ and although there is some truth in

this, that’s not what profit improvement planning is all about.
Typically, the best profit improvement planning, highlights positive
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changes in top line revenues, margins and productivity, not just
cost management.

For every opportunity discovered, there are typically, but not
always, investment implications and the decision usually comes

down to risk and reward and likelihood of success. What’s the
worst that could happen and how can any risks be mitigated?
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Breaking opportunities down into prioritized lists, enables
Incremental Projects, rather than one Big Bang Project. I find one
of the best ways to run a profit improvement session is to break it
down into three very familiar sections:
Sales Revenues (the top line).
Margin and Cost of Sales (trading account).
Costs and Other Income.
Within this book I can’t give you all the engaging questions and
structures, which of course are provided by the Complete
Advisory Solution, but what I can do, is highlight the broad areas

covered and give you an insight into the recommended process
of profit improvement.

In Sales Revenues, we start with the ultimate key performance
factors of top line growth, that I have covered in earlier chapters
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and that’s the powerful WIN concept.
W is WINNING new customers by improved sales and
marketing processes and performance.

I is INCREASING customer annual average spend by selling
more and a wider range of products and services.

N is NURTURING customer relationships through improved
relationships and gaining enhanced retention.

This then drills-down into each key area of sales revenues and the
following are just an example of the sort of matters to challenge
and explore with open growth mindsets:

Pricing matched to customer ‘wants’, then ‘not wants’ and

then ‘needs’ - are there any premium pricing opportunities,

as there usually are and these represent ‘low-hanging fruit’?
Marketing Lead Processes - how can lead generation and

brand awareness possibly be improved, numerically and in
terms of quality?

Sales Processes - even in a retail setting, how can sales

conversion processes be improved and what do the best
people in the business do well?
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Increasing Customer Spend - how could they better upsell,

improve customer engagement and relationships and/or sell
new products and services?

Improved Customer Retention - how could they better engage
with customers and improve retention?
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With cost of sales, it’s the same approach of challenging, with

what’s possible questions on key areas of Gross Profit
performance:

Production Efficiency - how could the business possibly

improve production efficiency, for instance by investment in

plant, by recruitment, changes in work processes and in fact
any effective ways?

Buying - how could the business improve buying procedures,
stock management, purchase contracts to reduce the Cost of
Sales?

Production Salaries - how could the business possibly

improve performance by potential restructuring, recruitment,
culture improvements, training or any effective ways?

Moving on, at last we make it to costs and when it comes to this
area of profitability, it’s important we don’t play into our clichéd
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caricature, as destroyers of businesses who just don’t get it! My

recommendation is that to move past this lazy thinking, we
present costs to clients as sitting in one of four groupings.

Vital - without this cost investment, the existing business
model is unsustainable.

Necessary - to maintain the current structure of the business
without strategic restructuring, this cost investment is
required.

Building - in the short term, this cost could be curtailed

without significantly harming the future of the business.
Luxury - this cost has no real impact upon the future success
of the business or achievement of the strategic objectives.

Using this grouping and definition approach, you are less likely
to waste time and annoy clients, but importantly, you are more
likely to elicit at least some ‘Luxury Cost’ savings, by choice!
You could further break down these costs.
Property - improvements on usage, location changes, subletting options or efficiency.
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Technology - how could technology be used to better effect?
Sales and Marketing - linked to top line growth plans, how
could sales and marketing processes be made more cost
effective?

Administration - including management costs (that’s a
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sensitive one), are these costs being over-resourced or
misused?

Non-Trading Income - are there any opportunities for
increased or new non-trading revenues?

The most important aspect of such profit improvement planning is

that the clients are taking some time out from the operational rock
face to allow you as facilitator to challenge, lead and look afresh

at the key areas. Other areas of performance planning surround
the key aspects of business success and broadly, these can be

grouped into Team and Culture, Key Performance Management,
Risk Management and Innovation.

Team and Culture planning is aimed at better engaging with

people in the business to achieve improved buy-in to the owners’
strategy and to gain greater discretionary input. It needs to start

by exploring clients’ brand values both internally and externally
and then asking how the business communicates these values,
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lives them and engages with its workforce. What is the business
culture and can it be improved? How does the business ‘walk its
talk’ and what do customers, suppliers and the market feel?

Key Performance Management planning aims for more focused
management, always driven by the strategic objectives. Inputting

a high-level review inevitably leads to technical advisory work for
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you. With strategically driven key performance management, it’s
important to reflect on what it is not:

‣ It’s not a list of data that’s always been measured, so it must
continue to be measured

‣ It’s not just the monthly financials
‣ It’s not just the bland and usual KPIs, which means
measuring everything that moves

Management of key performance data needs to rapidly highlight
affirming actions (more of the same) as well as corrective actions
(fresh actions to improve results).

Risk Management is not something that entrepreneurs tend to

warm to, but is a key aspect of balanced performance planning.

It must make sense from time to time to challenge owners to
assess their risks and explore how to manage, mitigate and
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monitor these risks.
I recommend a facilitated process (of course), that articulates the

owners’ risk appetites and their risk and reward profiles. The next
step is to identify the main risk statements and there are four

ways to manage these; tolerate and accept, remove the risk,
transfer the risk or mitigate the impact of the risk. It’s then a case

of establishing the current risk controls and then assessing any
residual risk. You then have all you need for an up-to-date Risk
Register.

Innovation planning is a key part of modern business and looks

to improve the way the business creates fresh approaches to the
way it does business. What is the route to market and could it be

improved by innovation? What is the business model and could it
be refined to improve things?

These are the main areas of drill-down performance focus and of

course, all are driven by the owners’ strategic objectives and
most important things. Each business is different and each client's
needs will vary. Smaller clients require a different kind of

attention to larger businesses. Some clients' businesses are fairly
sophisticated and others have only basic financial acumen. The

key to advisory services is that you are able to provide what your
client market, current and aspiring, want. In the next chapter, we
look at the key areas of client wealth generation.
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Chapter 9
Client Wealth Generation
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We have looked at the key aspects of business success and of
course one vital objective of business owners is to build the
capital value of their business to enhance their personal wealth.

As accountants, our individual clients can be put into three simple
groups.
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Business Owners - entrepreneurs who own all or part of one,

or several businesses and where probably the business plays
a key part in their wealth generation and choices. These are
as highlighted previously, our best clients with maximum
spend potential and longevity.

High Net Worth Individuals - people who have made their
money and are bracketed as high net worth. They could

have sold businesses previously, have high earnings from
employment, be retired or have inherited their wealth.

Regular Taxpayers - these are individuals who don’t own
businesses and aren’t what we consider high net wealth

individuals, but they still have the intention of building their

wealth, just perhaps not realistically to the same high levels
as business owners.

The reason wealth planning for clients is so important, is quite
simply that money matters and lack of it matters even more!
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Entrepreneurs may realize that their wealth will come from their

business, but understandably they often focus first on their own
money and wealth.

Therefore, we have the classic advisory scenario where if we
help clients feel more in control, they will truly value us and that’s

what wealth planning is all about - as well of course, as actually
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building clients' wealth!

When starting wealth planning with clients, you won’t be
surprised in my suggestion that you ask the client, “What is the

most important thing to you about building your personal
wealth?” This is of course what drives them and as with the

business, most important things are pure, powerful and
individual.

There are really only two ways to build wealth, other than have a
lucky lottery win and they are; EARN MORE, in other words
increase your income and INVEST WELL, by saving more and in
a better way, including building the business value.

Owning a business provides a lot of choice and many ways to
build personal wealth.

Sometimes advisors tend to over emphasize the desirability of a
business sale, as in my experience, although some people do sell
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their businesses, many don’t. As an alternative strategy, over
many years, they use their business as the prime medium to
generate their personal wealth.

The following can all be viable strategies for wealth generation
and extraction from a business:

A

Making money each year in the business and drawing it
out, in part, by salary or dividends, to build the owner’s
personal wealth - year on year, step by step.

B

Building
uilding a successful business and 3 to 5 years before
exit, planning a sale that optimizes on capital values and
delivers on the key factors affecting the business valuation.

C

Building
uilding a successful business and planning and developing
succession to provide a staged withdrawal from the business
that involves capital and income release, over time.

B
D

Building
Building
uilding aasuccessful
successfulbusiness
businessand
anddrawing
3 to 5 years
out profits
beforetoexit,
provide
planning
theaowner’s
sale thatpersonal
optimises
wealth
on capital
and then
values
at retirement,
and delivers on
simply
the key
realizing
factors affecting
the base assets,
the business
or giving
valuation.
away the business
to the next generation of owners, family or not.

E

A mixture of any of A to D above, implemented over time
and year on year, as part of an overall wealth strategy.
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All of these strategies can work in one way or another and in

varying degrees, I’m sure you have seen clients follow all of

them. The key factors that underpin the value of a business and
therefore the viability of route B, are similar across business

sectors, although each industry has its little nuances. In my
experience, business owners often tend to leave this exit planning

too late and put their business on the market when they need or
really want to sell.

That’s not the best way to do it and 3 to 5 years out, really is the

time to plan and work towards a sale. The reason for this, is that
the key factors affecting the sale value, of which profitability is by

far the most important, need investment and time to implement
well before the ‘For Sale’ sign goes up.

Some key factors impacting on values can be summarized as

follows, although, not of course, a completely comprehensive list
of all factors:

The Business Model
How are profits in comparison to others in the industry?
Does the business consistently generate excess cash?
Is the business model scalable and leverageable?
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Does the business avoid high borrowing or leverage?
The Products and Markets
Do the markets provide sustainable growth opportunities?
Is the business operating in, or have a niche?
Does the business or its products have a strong brand?
Is the business free from reliance upon one, or a small group
of customers?
Team and Culture
Are key people adequately secured by incentives or
contracts?

Does the business have a history of excellent staff retention
and loyalty?

Is the business culture generally strong and aligned to the
business goals?
Infrastructures
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Is the management team strong and sustainable?
Is the business free from any major reliance on the owners?
Are key risks identified and managed adequately?
How flexible are costs, should trading levels change?
Are infrastructures sufficient to sustain and support rapid
growth?

These are just a range of the most important generic factors

impacting on value and saleability, but of course each industry

has its own dynamics. However, in my opinion the most
important of these questions and challenges is, “Is the business
free from any major reliance on the owners?”

Inevitably, owners of small and medium sized businesses play a
vital role in the business success, but at least 3 to 5 years from
sale, this needs to change and evolve. It’s an evolution that’s
needed, not a revolution, so that it doesn’t adversely impact the
business.

Some entrepreneurs find this impossible and basically feel, “I’m
either IN or I’m OUT, no in-between” and to some extent, this is
understandable.
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Bringing on a next generation of managers and even owners,
seems to make sense in most scenarios and typically involves
extracting value by a form of progressive exit. It certainly fits my
previously expressed belief in a ’move up for challenge’ culture.

In these circumstances, as a succession plan is developed, it’s

advisable to look at what attributes the business needs from its
next generation.

In terms of potential future entrepreneurial owners this could
mean:

Leadership skills
Strategic vision
Risk taker or appetite
Sales and business development skills
People and engagement skills
Hardworking
Trustworthy
Team player
Innovator
Technical skills in the industry
Financial acumen
Anything else specific to that business
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Does the business have people with the skills needed and if not
how easy is it to recruit or train them?

When it comes to wealth generation, like most things in life,

success is a process, not a one-off event. Therefore, how do we

help clients develop their wealth and establish us as their most
trusted wealth advisor? As we know, planning is all about
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reflecting and articulating on where a client is now, where they
want to go and how to get there and it’s no different with wealth
planning. A wealth plan has some basic components:

NOW - where is the client’s wealth now, where is it held and
is it balanced?

OBJECTIVES - what are the client’s personal most important
things and wealth objectives for the future and are they
realistic?

PLAN - what is a realistic and well-balanced plan over the
next 3 to 5 years to move towards these wealth goals?

It goes without saying, but I will anyway, that you should not
advise upon Financial Services or investment advice unless
properly licensed, but of course facilitation is a different thing.
Clients’ wealth objectives will vary enormously according to
many factors; where they are now, their ambition, their risk
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appetite, their upbringing and their fears. Therefore, it’s important

to establish what matters to your client and simply asking your
questions will be impressive. Wealth objectives do vary, but these
are among the most common, in no particular order:
Providing for Their Family - now and on death.
Educating Their Family - children or grandchildren.
Providing for Retirement - saving and investing in a tax
efficient way to retire.

Developing the Value of Their Business - as we have just
covered.

Increasing Their Annual Income - from employment or from
their businesses, it doesn’t matter which.

Increasing the Value of Their Investments - by the best

investment approaches and advice, that suit their appetites.
Improving Their Lifestyle - probably linked to an income plan,
but nevertheless important to people, which is why Country
Club living, vacations and the latest BMWs matter.

Improving Their Housing - again, not one to be overlooked
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and this could be house additions, or moving to better
locations.

Whatever their wealth objectives, it’s important to ask, record

and reflect back to clients, as this shows you REALLY understand
them and this is a powerful most trusted advisor message.

Getting down to basic, it does seem that whatever we earn,
many of us tend to live up to this level of earnings and I’m as
guilty of this as anyone. However, looking at wealth generation
in a simplistic manner, there are only three choices to all of us:
Invest and build values.
Spend and enjoy a good lifestyle.
Pay off debt to reduce borrowings and risk.
What degree of which we choose, is all about the individual’s

core beliefs and self-identity (remember that powerful driver from
earlier chapters), discipline and risk appetitive. These are VERY
personal choices and my best advice to you, is to stay well clear

of interfering with such strong human drivers. However, what you

can do is help clients by facilitating a plan for what they want
and then help them implement their plan - and that’s VISTECH
advisory!
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In terms of where we can help, I recommend the usual advisory
process, but this time just focused on an individual client’s wealth

generation. Even if a client owns a business, I recommend you
plan strategically for the business with them and quite separately

from their personal wealth, as although they are strongly linked,
they are distinct.
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The classic mistake made by entrepreneurs is to have too much of
their wealth tied-up in their business capital value and although

this is inevitable in the early days of a business, it’s perhaps not
prudent as the years pass. Generally, the personal basket offers a
safer haven than the business one, but not always.

Therefore, the wealth planning process I recommend is:
1. A free discovery or exploratory wealth review to establish

what matters to clients and to open the door to the wealth
planning process.

2. A full ANNUAL wealth review that lasts about 2 hours and
includes:

‣ A summary of now and a reflection on where and how the

client’s estate is positioned, as to Business, Property and
Investments

‣ Articulates the most important things and personal wealth
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objectives

‣ Realistically plans for the next 5 years on a path to the longterm wealth objectives and based upon the client’s appetite
‣ Explores priorities and actions to implement the plan

3. Next Steps - opportunities for you to help the client in areas

highlighted in the planning process and this might include you
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advising them or going through Financial Services licensed
investment advisors:

‣ Advising on tax efficient income extraction or growth
‣ Investment performance advice and management

‣ Improved pension planning and tax efficient saving

‣ Insuring against unexpected events such as death or illness
‣ Optimizing borrowings, perhaps refinancing debt
‣ Planning for tax efficient capital and estate taxes

‣ Planning for tax efficient or effective legacies and Wills

‣ Moving across to the business planning to strategically plan
for improved focus, results and perhaps exit

This is a long list, but rest assured everything has a time and a

place and most people have a limited appetite for change, so
one step at a time is the message. However, the annual wealth

review has a key place in establishing you as the client's most

trusted advisor and you need to be in the room or online when
they plan, whether there is a financial and investment advisor in
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place, or not.
In fact, as we know, there lays the answer to being an advisor
generally; YOU MUST BE IN THE ROOM or online when

strategic decisions are made, not simply an implementer or
reporter. We have seen how important being an advisor is and in

the next chapter we will explore how to make it easier on
yourself.
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Chapter 10
Making it Easy for Yourself
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Simple and easy are two different things, but unfortunately
‘simple’ gets a bad press, so thus the 'easy' title of this chapter!

Moving forward with advisory services is a change process and
the more straightforward we see something to act upon, the more
likely we are to act. There are several ways you can make it easy
for yourself to progress with advisory services and I will explain
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these in more detail in this chapter.

For those accountants serious about client centric advisory, what's
possible looks more like a four pronged approach:

Transitioning 'compliance only' clients to 'advisory/compliance'
clients and increasing average client spend.

Winning new high value 'advisory/compliance' clients and
building up the firm's client base.

Differentiating and winning new valuable 'advisory only' clients
through a whole of client approach.
Developing

'advisory

only'

clients

to

become

'advisory/

compliance' clients and increasing their overall average spend.

As accountants, we recognize the value of leverage and
scalability and that processes provide consistency and quality
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control. There is power in process and advisory, just like tax,
accounting and auditing, needs process. This can be provided in
an Advisory Standard Operating Process or SOP.

The easiest and first place to start with advisory services is to

hold short one-hour discovery meetings with clients who want to
grow their business or wealth. There is real danger in you editing
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clients’ wants unless you talk to them in meetings. Providing these
discovery meetings for free, helps gain agreement to the meeting
itself.

In these meetings, you are aiming to engage with clients’ ‘wants’,
‘not wants’ and ‘needs’, by:

‣ Having high-level collaborative strategic conversations with
clients and engaging with the clients’ goals and aspirations
‣ Running a short meeting that displays a high degree of

proactivity and shows clients you understand them and their
business drivers by the questions you ask them

‣ Simply and naturally opening the door to the process of

progressing with the clients and filling their success gaps, by

prioritizing their issues and opportunities and thus moving onto
advisory projects and work

Later in the chapter, I recommend that you don’t re-invent the
wheel and what you are aiming for is a best practice,
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collaborative structure with engaging questions to leverage in
your firm.

The way to position and frame these meetings with clients when
inviting them, is to be very positive and matter of fact; “We have
a process we run with clients to take a high level look at what’s

important to them and where they might prioritize. It only takes
an hour, is interactive, it’s free and I think you will enjoy it - could
we organize something now?”

Using this approach in all prospecting is a very low risk scenario,
as you don’t have the client anyway!

You will impress the

prospect and don’t be surprised if you hear this; “No other
accountants have done anything like this with me.”

Conventional wisdom on selling is that it needs to involve hardnosed approaches to GET an individual to buy something you
sell. As a result, understandably so, most people’s perception is

that selling is a rather unpleasant, but very necessary evil. This is

particularly true of people in professional service firms who
understandably like to look upon themselves as full of integrity
and not in any way coercive.

As we covered earlier in the book, people and clients are
motivated to move towards an improved situation in two ways:
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Towards – what they ‘want’.
Away from – what they ‘don’t want’.
Both of these ‘wants’ are highly emotive but ‘needs’ are logical

requirements that are not necessarily ‘wants’ as well. ‘Not
wanting’ pain and difficulty is still a ‘want’ and thus often a

strong driver. Therefore, our communications with clients and
prospective clients are best directed towards understanding their
‘wants’ and ‘not wants,’ rather than just their ‘needs’ and this is a
fundamental approach you need with discovery meetings.

If one is genuinely interested in helping clients and interested in

what they want and need, a much more progressive and healthy
approach is to see gaining a ‘yes’ as a natural professional
process. This perspective enables us to avoid any hint of selling

and yet still be highly focused upon helping clients. This way, you
can maintain full integrity and at the same time, gain all the
benefits of high quality ‘yes’ gathering.

The approach I designed is called The AGREE Process and the
most powerful element of this process is the anticipation of clear

outcomes, so before entering a meeting, write down your own
personal prioritized clear required outcomes.
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Never exceed five outcomes and always include, as a least
attractive outcome, a ‘yes to a no.’ This is highly liberating and

enables you to allow for the situation that there is no match

between what the prospective client wants and needs and your
own services.

This enables you to avoid any possibility of hard-nosed coercive
selling, but please note, this would be your least desired personal
priority!
A

ANTICIPATE your own specific clear outcomes

G

GAIN rapport

R

REACH agreement

E

ENGAGE a match with your services

E

ESTABLISH an agreement to the next step
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Before progressing with any wants and needs establishment and
particularly any potential matches, you must gain rapport and
some level of trust. The higher the level of trust, the better your

opportunity. Therefore, using questioning techniques you can
establish the prospective client’s wants and needs with attention

on their emotive wants. Please remember that ‘not wanting’
something is a ‘want’ not a ‘need.’ It is important you summarize

your findings and gain agreement to this with the client or

prospective client. When you engage a match of these wants and
needs with your services you need to have a clear eye on your
prioritized outcomes, as you want to aim high. Then, it’s just a

case of establishing the next steps, which enables you to engage

the prospective client in the process and of course then you have
a ‘yes.’

Success in business development and advisory services requires
persistent and continuous activity and these actions need to be
underpinned by:

Confidence - self-belief, high expectation levels and being
yourself.

Communication - the ability to apply and communicate with
clients and prospects.

Knowledge - the understanding of key business concepts and
how businesses can grow.
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If you have services of genuine quality and clients have wants
and needs, it could be argued that to not effectively gain ‘yeses’
is unprofessional. Of course, a real belief in the benefits of your
services is essential. Your focused activity is also a key business

development success factor, as is your expectation of successfully
gaining a ‘yes’. The AGREE Process offers a way of

professionally gaining ‘yeses’ and avoiding hard-nosed selling in

all business development scenarios, not just discovery meetings.
At the core of this sits high quality client engagement.
‣ Engagement with your priorities

‣ Engagement with clients’ and prospective clients’ wants and
needs

‣ Engagement with a process of positive change
Another way to make things easier when building advisory
services is to use the power of referrals and do so in the most
effective way. Many accountants know they should ask for
referrals, rather than wait to be introduced to prospective new

clients by existing clients, but many either don’t ask or they get
poor results. My guess is that this is due to any of the following:
‣ Asking the wrong questions
‣ Asking at the wrong time

‣ Asking in a less than confident way
‣ Not following up their request
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‣ Simply not asking at all
Every one of us probably has some fear of rejection, it’s

completely natural. The key to avoiding rejection, is not to avoid
asking, as this won’t get you new business, but rather to ask the
right questions, at the right time and in the right way. My top tips

on getting successful referrals from clients and influencers for a
discovery meeting with a prospect (because that’s all you need)
are:

Timing - always ask after a good and valued client

experience, such as after their own discovery meeting or
strategic review.

Help Your Clients - profile the type of referral you want to
help your clients such as; “Do you know any other

entrepreneurs like you, who own their own business, that you
feel would benefit from a similar meeting to the one we had
today?”

Say Thank You - always say “Thank you” preferably with a
relevant gift or business book, once you get a referral,
irrespective of what happens afterwards.

Be Diligent - if a client says they need to think about it,

always follow-up and call them when you say you will.
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Don’t Be Greedy - say how many referrals you want and be
specific, one or two, but never more!

Take Control - ensure you arrange to call the prospect, not
for your client to call them, but do get your client’s OK to
refer to them by name when you call.
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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Avoid the Changing Accountant Question - don’t ask the big
question, “Do they know someone who wants to change

accountant?” as it’s too big a question and will stop your
client in their tracks. It’s the experience that you want the
referral to gain.

Be Respectful - within the confines of confidentiality, keep
your client in touch as to what happens.

Without doubt, referrals are a powerful and cost-effective way of

generating prospective new clients and asking for referrals in a
positive and effective way, will set you apart from other
accountants. Please remember, all you are asking for is a name

and a discovery meeting, which is much easier than who wants
to change accountant. Given that starting to develop business

advisory services is a necessity, it’s clearly important to have a
strategy to achieve this goal and to make your targets realistic.

As I covered earlier, I am not suggesting your advisory goal
includes throwing away traditional services, but rather that you
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build advisory revenues to complement existing revenues. Simply

focusing on business advisory will increase your winning of
traditional instructions. As an example, if your current situation is:

TRADITIONAL

90

=

90%

ADVISORY

10

=

10%

TOTAL FEES

100

100%

Then a very cautious aim over several years could be:
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TRADITIONAL

90

=

62%

ADVISORY

55

=

38%

TOTAL FEES

145
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100%

This is a significant growth in advisory fees, but also a significant
growth of 45% in total fees. Starting year one with a target of
only increasing advisory by 10% of total fees, would still give 5
years to achieve the above.

Set yourself realistic targets at the beginning of the change
process, as success really is a process, not a one-off event.
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As part of this strategy to develop advisory services, it’s important
to build a true business advisory culture, but this will take time

and starts with small steps. Part of this culture is to genuinely not

see advisory as ‘added value’ but ‘core’ to what clients want and
you then deliver.

Advisory then ceases to be a side matter, but core to a truly client
centric strategy and then you can integrate this perspective into:
‣ How you talk internally
‣ Your marketing
‣ How you operate
‣ How you manage KPIs
However, to start with, all you need are small steps and this
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commences with your website. Clearly you will already have an

existing website with its own structure and brand and you may

have an established marketing positioning in place. Therefore,

what I suggest is a progressive change of emphasis so that
advisory finally ends up featured as for instance you would
expect for say 45% or more, of your revenues.

My suggestion is that you have an Advisory section in your
website and that this page’s or section’s content primarily features
a high-level messaging on advisory that suits your firm’s brand.

However, the key is that at least you will have some messaging

out there and in due course, your advisory emphasis can change
as you grow advisory services.

Leverage became a buzz word some time ago and just like

empowerment and increasingly engagement, like most clichés or
buzz words, its true meaning has real value. What is leverage
and why did it become the Holy Grail for so many businesses?

In very simple terms, leverage is based upon the physics laws
identified by Renaissance scientists, whereby a fulcrum is used to
multiply the input force and is amplified in the output force. The

business principle of replicating this multiplication across the
business, results in significant positive performance impacts.
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In purely business terms, leverage means:
‣ Not re-inventing the wheel each time someone does
something

‣ Replicating proven processes
‣ Ensuring quality input by using best practice processes,
approaches and techniques

‣ Gaining optimum returns on time and cost input
I have my own, leveraged slant on the familiar four stages of

knowledge in business and in fact in life and please forgive the

slightly judgemental terminology of these four stages of learning
and awareness.

Unconscious Incompetence – when we don’t know that we
don’t know something.

Conscious Incompetence – when we know we don’t know
something.

Unconscious Competence – when we naturally know how to
do something and do it instinctively.
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Conscious Competence – where we know how to do

something and logically know and understand what we are
doing - LEVERAGE!

Einstein believed that we do not really understand something,
until we can simply explain it to others – there is that ‘simple’
word again!

Conscious Competence is the ultimate leverage of best practice,
whereby we know what we do and why it works.

We all go through this learning process, to move from
Unconscious

Incompetence

to

the

ultimate

of

Conscious

Competence, whereby we can teach others, because we know
what we know.

However, it takes everyone a lot of time and effort to move

through this process. Leverage of best practice aims to speed-up
the process by offering individuals the opportunity to piggy-back

others’ Conscious Competence. Conscious Competence is a
challenging place to reach, so it’s important to value and
recognize best practice in your firm. Therefore, leverage of high

quality engagement techniques is not something soft, warm and
fuzzy, but just the opposite, as it’s all about improving top line
revenues and the hard-nosed reality of these aims.
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Leverage of best practice has several clear benefits which are
worth restating.

Speed - you can go straight to high quality meetings and

advisory services without the significant time involved in reinventing the wheel.

Quality Assurance - when you have best practice solutions,
you can ensure consistent delivery and client experiences.
Reduced Learning Curve - you don’t have to learn from

scratch the advisory and business success knowledge, you
can buy-into existing intellectual property and systems.

Confidence - you can move with greater confidence knowing
you are using proven processes and approaches.

Training Others - less experienced people can be used to

deliver discovery and advisory meetings, using the leveraged
process.

At the highest level, leverage of best practice can:
‣ Move your poor performers to at least average

‣ Move your average performers to at least good
‣ Move your good performers to excellent
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‣ Provide your excellent performers with support, tools to
save time and achieve high levels of consistency
Leverage of high quality engagement will include:
‣ Carefully crafted words, based upon behavioral science
techniques

‣ Questions to demonstrate interest
‣ A step-by-step process with structure and deliverables
‣ Technological interaction and visual stimulation
‣ Transparency, with clients receiving copies
‣ A collaborative approach to gain buy-in
‣ Choice
‣ Prioritization techniques
‣ Agreed next steps that are forward-paced
Ultimately, the litmus tests of high quality best practice
engagement are:
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Is it easy to use and explain?
Is it easy to receive and understand?
Is it attractive to receive?
Does it increase revenues?
Is it truly collaborative?
If these litmus tests are passed, then you have every chance of
gaining the benefits previously outlined by the implementation of
leverage of best practice engagement.

In terms of making advisory services growth easy, probably the

most obvious thing is to acquire readymade service deliverables.
Of course, any of us can try to re-invent the wheel and some
people prefer to try this way, but, it’s significantly challenging.

It took me many years and many trial and error client
experiences to perfect a leverageable advisory process, tools

and deliverables, notwithstanding the hundreds of thousands of
dollars of time and cash investment. In fact, through accountants’

live client experiences around the world, this process and the
deliverables continue to evolve, because such is the nature of
innovation.
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As accountants, we acknowledge the value of the leverage of
best practice because we have been espousing this for years with
audit manuals, digital or not.

Obviously, with my interest in the Complete Advisory Solution

(CAS), I am going to recommend to you that you speed things up
and buy into solutions and not to re-invent the wheel. I believe it’s

telling that despite all my years of experience and knowledge,
when I facilitate annual strategic reviews for entrepreneurs or
accountancy firms’ strategic retreats, I always use the CAS tools.

It saves me time, ensures consistent quality (because I have my
good and bad days) and basically makes my life so much easier,
which I think says it all!

In this chapter, we looked at some ways to make the advisory

growth process easier and these included; the key discovery
meetings, avoiding the hard sell, asking for referrals effectively,
realistically targeting for growth, creating at least some form of

website advisory presence and of course, not re-inventing the
wheel.

These approaches will make your advisory development process

so much more straightforward and the best thing of all is that
clients actually want you to help them and are prepared to pay
for it!
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In the next chapter, I reflect on the previous, traditional and

totally compliance services era and assert that, even then,
accounting was not boring!
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Chapter 11
Who Said Accounting Was Boring?
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I started the book by stating that I am proud to be an accountant
and in many ways, this is in direct contrast to society’s and

especially the non-business community’s conventional wisdom
and perceptions of accountants. John Cleese and Monty Python
did a fine job in the 1970s and later, of positioning accountants

as boring and uninspiring. Do you remember the wonderfully
funny sketch where an accountant (Michael Palin) goes to a
career advisor (John Cleese) and says he wants to become a lion

tamer? The career advisor concludes that due to his boring
personality and lack of imagination, he is best suited to his
current job – chartered accountancy!

Of course, we accountants probably joined the profession
because we were ‘good with figures’ and fairly logical in nature

and saw it was a route to high levels of earnings and a sound
and reliable career. We probably didn’t expect to have to defend
our sense of humor, but through my own early experiences as an
accountant, I would like to stand up for our sense of fun.

As we get to the end of the book, I would also like to let you
know a little more about my early career as an accountant, to

show you that my professional career (despite my later foray into
strategic advisory expertize) has many similarities to your own –
and it was great fun, especially in the early, VERY traditional
years.
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I was born in Northern Hampshire in England, to a rural workingclass family and as I grew up, I seemed to be blessed with a
modicum of intelligence, not overly so whereby I found life and
studies easy, but sufficiently so, as to ensure that with focus and

effort I could do quite well for myself. Once I left school and
college, like many young people, I had no idea at all what I
wanted to do as a career and as with so many things in life, my

big opportunity derived from someone who knew someone, I
knew.

I learned that a position existed at my Dad’s friend’s firm for an

Articled Clerk (trainee Chartered Accountant) and I knew

accountants once qualified, were well paid and thus I found
myself at an interview with one of the Senior Partners. Bizarrely,

my Dad was present, as that was the tradition at interviews for
Articled Clerks, which both my Dad and I found strange, as my

parents had always encouraged me to be fiercely independent
and I was aged 18 at the time.

The Senior Partner’s office was a mess and files were piled high
from floor to ceiling. I must say it wasn’t very impressive, but the

interview was delivered with such authority and I needed a job,

so I said “Yes” to the employment offer there and then! My first
pay was $28 gross for the month and I still have the pay slip, but
unfortunately none of the money is left!
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The first three months of my Articles in this great studious

profession of ours was spent clearing-out the office cellar.
Although this reference to a cellar does sound grand, with visions

of rows of vintage port stacked and racked to entertain our
wealthy clients, the reality was a cellar that was dark, dank,

smelly and home to mice and huge black spiders. It was a
horrible job, with no risk assessment or a 360° appraisal of my
fear of spiders, but I did get a pair of ill-fitting overalls!
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Once emptied, the task of shredding the old files was an

altogether more rewarding task. If you have ever been lucky
enough to be given such a menial job, you will know yourself
how strangely fulfilling shredding is, but also what a tiresome

intrusion staples represent. If you spot them early, no problem;
extract them and carry-on shredding. However, if the little devils

slip through your cursory Quality Assurance review, then all hell

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

lets loose, with grinding steel on steel, piercing noise and
frighteningly, with such a volume of combustible materials, the
smell of burning.

Four months after starting my Articles, I could be found feeding

shredded slips of paper onto an endless bonfire in the back

garden of our terraced Victorian house that served as our offices.
Before long I had learned all I needed to about the art of
shredding and bonfires and my continuing profession education

was clearly now on the move, because they ruined all the
outdoor activity, took me away from these newly mastered skills
and moved me onto figures!

This was a time well before computers and most of our clients
enjoyed Incomplete Records and has there ever been more apt a

title as incomplete, because a mess, they most certainly were? I
recall one particularly stressful learning experience with a big

farming estate client whose records consisted of a pile of bank
statements that I proceeded to write on from the check book stubs
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and this then became their quasi cashbook, all created by me.

For the younger accountants reading this, you may not
appreciate that this was standard practice back then and this

client was by today's standards a multimillion dollar business and
not an insignificant client. The result of my work was a pile of
bank statements that was 18 inches high.

However, some things never change and Double Entry has
always been Double Entry and at some stage I had to reconcile

the bank account. After two weeks of check stub recording, I was
ready to tick and schedule the various expenditures and incomes

in the bank account onto some Working Papers and Casio printout (well lists really). After another week, I had totals and the

Debits exceeded the Credits; horror of horrors, my bank account
didn’t balance!

A further week was spent ticking, checking and rechecking the

add list and schedule accuracy and I managed to slide the

‘Difference’ down to $935.76 (I don’t remember this, I guessed it
some 40 plus years later, as I’m not that obsessive with figures).

But there it stayed for another week and never moved a penny.
What was the technical problem I had missed with my raw
inexperience? I even went to a partner with the problem and they

didn’t offer much hope, but helpfully advised me to do what I had
just done, but do it all over again! I was now into my sixth week
and still the bank account wasn’t balanced.
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My frustration was reaching breaking point and when I tripped

and fell over one of the many frayed rugs in the office and
dropped all the bank statements, I must confess that I may have

sworn! They fell everywhere and I then had the task of sorting

them into date order, one by one. It was then that I had my first

‘Eureka’ moment as a budding accountant. Bank Statement
Number 42 was missing and the missing transactions on Bank

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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Statement Number 42 (the meaning of Life, The Universe and
everything …Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy) were, you guessed
it – Net $935.76. My first big lesson: Think out of the box, or

better still, properly prepare and you save yourself so much
trouble later.

I had soon progressed onto drafting accounts and then things

became fun, because now you had to work with the partners.
Our aging Senior Partner seemed obsessed with ‘getting it right’

or more accurately, doing what he ordered. He smoked huge

Churchill cigars and his room always had a large ring of smoke

wafting around. There was no awareness of the dangers of
passive smoke then and no Health and Safety Executives to save
us juniors.

Visits to his office to ‘run through the accounts’ after you had
drafted them, were quite frankly emotional and physical torture;

one, because you couldn’t breathe properly while in there, two
because afterwards your clothes stank of cigar smoke and three,
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because talking through and checking every single transaction in
a Nominal Ledger takes an inordinate amount of time.

We would cheerily transfer $1.52 Light Bulbs from Light and Heat
to Repairs and Renewals, or ‘R & R’ as we accountants refer to it

(not Rest and Recovery as per the Navy and oh how I needed
that after an afternoon in the torture house). The next day,
adorned with clean clothes, I would be called to sit at his desk

for another afternoon of torture. Before the day was out I was
now to transfer the same $1,52 Light Bulbs from R & R to Sundry
Expenses – and so it continued, repeatedly!

Despite the generally negative image of accounting, even back

then, when technology was in its absolute infancy, I loved what I
did. Yes, the job tended to be somewhat repetitive, but I really

enjoyed the logic flow and brain teasing nature of accounting.
Also, we got to meet lots of very different people, in fact some

extremely fascinating people and many experiences that must
remain confidential.

As I progressed through the firm with my consistent ‘can-do’
attitude and hard-working ethic, I gained my first promotion. For

the last year of my four-year contract I was made Office
Manager. It wasn’t just a title either and for a young man of 22
to get it, well, it proved one thing - no one else would want it!
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Unfortunately, the role really was a poison chalice and this

reached rock bottom when I received a buzz on my telephone
from the senior partner; “Richard, the men’s washroom is
blocked, could you sort this out?” When I arrived at the

washroom, I realized that this was no false alarm. It was indeed
blocked and the results were floating around up to the seal of the
door to prove it to me!

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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I did as he requested, through the inevitable gagging and I
learned two very valuable lessons; one, if something seems too
good to be true (my promotion), it probably is and two, it’s a
good plan in life to earn enough money to be able to pay others

to do the messy jobs. Despite all this, life back then as an Articled
Clerk was an absolute hoot, as no one was worried too much
about time and efficiency, I guess because we cost so little to
employ.

I spent a lot of my contract, playing paper office baseball,
chatting with the girls and joking around. It really was great fun

and I look back on these times with huge fondness. The
profession in those days was a far cry from the ultra-efficient and
competitive world of today, so no wonder we older accountants
yearn for those days of just charging what it comes to!

My momentous (at least it was to me) qualification as a
Chartered Accountant occurred in the mid-1970s, but sadly, no
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blue plaques yet outside my place of birth, but I live in hope! I

had become a Chartered Accountant and despite what John

Cleese was telling the world about accountants in Monty Python,
the world was now truly my oyster.

At a very young age my firm wanted me as a partner, I assume

because by then I was highly ambitious and driven and clearly
‘good with clients.’ They gained a dispensation from the Institute

of Chartered Accountants and at the crazily young age of only
23, I became a partner in a four-partner firm. It seems incredible

now for me to look back on my responsibilities at the young age
of just 23, but it felt OK at the time and I must admit that I was
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very much Partner Number Four!
However, as an ambitious and visionary young man, inevitably I

grew frustrated at the stagnant, old fashioned strategies and
ineffective operating processes of the firm and this just grew and

grew and grew. Mike Harris (the other young partner) and I had
no intention of leaving, but it all fell apart because of, at literally

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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the last moment, the Senior Partner deciding he didn’t want a
new young partner to join us or move offices from the rickety
office he and his wife owned and that the firm resided in.

We had already agreed terms with the new partner, signed the

new lease and organized the move the next day. This action by

the Senior Partner really was the last straw and we impulsively

decided to go on our own to the new offices. It was a frightening
time and a high-risk decision, but we were young.

We had no money and no clients, but we had two new offices
and because our Senior Partner dropped his bombshell at the last
minute, luckily the clients had been told already about the move,

so although we couldn’t contact them, they knew where we were
and quite a few came across to us in our new firm, Harris
Walters.

Interestingly, so did the staff, despite our obviously more
precarious financial future and in fact too many came! As a
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result, for the first 12 months we carried a great deal of extra
costs. However, what a tremendous decision this proved to be, as

in years to come these very same peoples’ dedication and
loyalty, helped us rapidly grow our practice. This was another
lesson I learned at an early stage in my career, if you run your

business driven by costs alone, you limit so much. Sometimes a

cost is an investment and must be funded, if you want to grow.

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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We funded our future by Mike borrowing from his uncle and me

from my late brother and we were experiencing what so many of

our clients live with throughout their business lives and it wasn’t
pleasant!

The next years were in many ways simple times and the firm
grew and grew, as explained in earlier chapters. So far, this all

sounds almost idyllic, but don’t be fooled, as no doubt you

guessed that I have been selective in my recollections and
reflections and left out the boring and tiresome bits.

One major negative aspect that I allowed to creep into my life in

the 1980s was a tendency to overwork. At its worst, I would be

up and in my office working, often by 5:30 in the morning and
my property developer client Clive (who became a life-long
friend) would beep his car horn as he passed the office at 6:00. I
would leave work at 6:30 in the evening, just in time to put the

children to bed and I kept going all day by drinking a dozen
cups of strong black coffee from our ever-simmering coffee
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percolator.
You don’t have to be a health guru to work out this was an
unhealthy and unsustainable lifestyle. How did I justify this to
myself? It had to be done as I was building the practice up and

providing for my family, but does this sound familiar to you?

Thankfully, I eventually came to my senses and found my advisory

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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way out and I didn’t miss out too much on my family growing-up,
but for a while, I was a genuine compliance workaholic.

In the 1980s and 1990s, we were in the early days of

technology and many mundane tasks were time consuming and
tiresome, so this got in the way of progress to more meaningful

work with clients. For instance, preparing a cashflow forecast as
part of a Business Plan to raise money for a client was a major

exercise. There were no Excel Spreadsheets and every change to

data involved re-casting, checking, typing by a secretary,
checking and re-casting. For young accountants, today this era
must appear ancient and archaic and it was!

We are living in a Digital Revolution today and so much has

changed and quite frankly for the better. We no longer have to
waste time on mundane tasks and thus have more space and time

for important work with clients, such as strategy and performance
planning. What I called a ‘Good Client’ then and in fact is still
today, was a business that was owned by aspirational people (or
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at least one such owner), with whom I had good rapport.
I didn’t have to like them, but if I did it helped, but their

entrepreneurial spirit and our rapport were critical and of course,
inevitably this rapport and a shared positive attitude, developed
strong

bonds

and

relationships

and

sometimes

life-long

friendships based upon mutual trust. No doubt you have

experienced this yourself. I’m sure you recognize many
similarities in my early career with your own and it certainly
wasn’t boring, was it – and more importantly, it won’t be either?
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Chapter 12
One Last Thing
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We have looked at how the profession has worked for over 150

years and it worked darned well! I explained to you how the
Strategic Planning Toolkit was created and developed with real
live clients and then leveraged with other firms, as the Complete

Advisory Solution, to be widely and successfully used in UK,
Ireland, Canada, USA and Africa.

I explained why I believe advisory services are essential to a
well-balanced, resilient and future proofed client centric business
model, that doesn’t leave compliance behind, it just adds to it.

We acknowledged that advisory services are no longer about
"Why?" but now "How?" and what is an advisory stack of
services and how do you deliver these with clients.

We looked at how VISTECH enhances FINTECH services and
complements COMPLIANCE services.

We reflected on what drives people and clients to do what they

do (or don’t) and the vital need for high quality client
engagement, supported by best practice behavioral science
techniques.

I provided details of what I believe are well-rounded, structured

and client facing advisory services and how an annual strategic
review sits at the core of positioning you as Most Trusted Advisor.
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We considered the obvious issue of finding time for advisory in

an already busy life and I gave a run down on some leverage
approaches to effectively ‘move up for challenge.’

We looked at the key aspects of facilitating clients’ business

success including; profit, top line growth, key performance
management, risk management, team and culture and innovation

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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as part of an Advisory Process and within a Road Map.

Then, we moved onto how to deliver services and a structured
process to help clients generate wealth.

I gave some practical ideas on where to get started with simple

and easy discovery meetings and emphasized just how important
it is to not get left behind and get started on advisory now.

In summary, advisory is here to stay, it’s not hype and it won’t

replace traditional services, but it will add to them and offset
competitive pressures on compliance, driven by the digital
demystification of these services.

Earlier in the book I used the acronym we use to highlight the

high-level outcomes we are looking to achieve in the form of a
WIN.

WIN new clients by differentiating you and your firm as strategic
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and most trusted advisors.
INCREASE clients’ average annual spend with you by delivering
more advisory services, especially as part of a recurring annual

advisory package and by the spin-off technical consulting work
that is delivered by this advisory positioning and role.

NURTURE client relationships by demonstrating understanding
through discovery and a more strategic approach, which in turn,
enhances retention rates.

This WIN acronym succinctly articulates the benefits of advisory
services and these will have an impact on your firm in the short,
medium and long term, so strategically, they matter!

This book represents my acquired advisory knowledge and
experience from nearly 25 dedicated years of my career and I

have no idea, at the time of writing (which of course, is ‘now’ for
me), how rapidly our great profession will adapt to these new
needs and how well accountants will embrace this more strategic,
emotionally intelligent and engaging advisory approach.

However, everyone is different and every accountant will move

into advisory services at a pace that suits them; in the short term,
the medium term and in the longer term.
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The key is to get started with structured advisory and move your

services to become truly client centric, with a whole of client
approach, because there is no right or wrong speed with
advisory services.

Every great expedition starts with just one step and in fact our

next step, so whether you see this advisory journey as a major

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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expedition, or just a natural and progressive change, then your
next steps are the most important you will take.

You may be reading this book quite soon after it is published, or

perhaps 10 years afterwards, so you could either be thinking, “I

wonder how quickly all this will happen?” or “Wow, that was
some prediction of the future!”

Either way, I trust you found it enjoyable, affirming and
enlightening.

I’m sure you are, or will, find delivering these more strategic
advisory services hugely fulfilling and lucrative and on top of this,

you will help entrepreneurs grow and develop their businesses,
to the benefit of all their workforce, present and future and the
community at large.

I believe, like me, you will find this a very fulfilling journey and
quite frankly, there is very little as rewarding, as being truly
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valued - take that, Monty Python!
Success really is a process, not a one-off event.
I wish you well.
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The Complete Advisory Solution
Transforming advisory services

CAS provides accountants with the tools, process and delivery

platform to provide truly client centric, whole of client services to
clients and prospects.

CAS Licensees get access to the CAS Advisory platform via a
Cloud Hub and unique log-in with app downloads, tutorials,
videos and support guides and materials.

CAS is a Vistech solution that enables accountants to:
‣ Win high value clients
‣ Retain valuable clients

‣ Increase fees with advisory services

‣ Enjoy being a passionate advisor to clients
Contact us to request a demonstration of CAS.
www.oodlesofhelp.com

business@oodlesofhelp.com
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Other Books by the Author

97 Ways to Inspire You
to Greater Business Success
Business owners tend to have passion and drive in
abundance. Success is an emotive concept so it’s
important to find your success definition and then
passionately go for it!
This book draws on Richard’s experiences as a serial
entrepreneur and provides 97 simple, but enlightening
ideas for busy business owners over six chapters. It’s a
dip-in book, so have fun and take what you want and feel
is relevant to you.

7 WINNING Steps
for Growth
In today’s competitive times it can be challenging to grow
and develop your accountancy firm. This book is written
especially for accountants in practice, drawing on
Richard’s experience as managing partner in his own
very successful accounting and business advisory firm that
he grew from start-up.
He covers the areas that accountancy firms need to focus
upon, if they want growth and uses his extensive
experience as strategic advisor to firms around the world.
The 7 WINNING Steps provides a step-by-step approach
to being a successful 21st Century Firm.
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Being an Entrepreneur
Business owners who become their own bosses have
decided to; control their own destiny, take risks in
exchange for potential rewards, be self-sufficient and
back their own judgement. This book reflects upon the key
aspects of being a successful, unique and passionate
entrepreneur, which you will find affirming, enlightening
and inspiring. Success in business and in life generally,
requires belief, vision and action and it’s always worth
remembering that success really is a process, not a one-off
event, especially for entrepreneurs.
Enjoy being inspired to achieve your goals, one step at a
time.

Aren't We a Funny Lot?
Football hooligans, Friday-night binge drinking, NHS
waiting lists, corrupt politicians – oh and the climate...
there are seemingly endless things that make our TransAtlantic cousins despair of life in modern Britain.
In a series of chapters covering such diverse topics as
sleep, sex and sunshine (or the lack of all three), Richard
pinpoints the weird and wonderful idiosyncrasies that
make the British what they are.
Witty, insightful and razor-sharp, Aren’t We a Funny Lot?
will have you laughing out loud (Brexit allowed of course).
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Accountants know they now need to develop structured advisory
services, but the big question is, “How do you do this when you
are still busy?” There are so many misconceptions and myths
surrounding these advisory services and Richard Walters’ book
aims to explain truly client centric advisory services and how to
easily develop fully structured and sustainable services that will
future proof firms.
It’s an essential guide from start to finish for accountants or
consultants interested in extending or developing advisory
services to their clients and prospects and achieving a WIN,
with all the benefits of:
Winning new quality clients.
Increasing clients’ average spend.
Nurturing and retaining your clients.
Utilizing his 25 years of experience as one of the original
protagonists and leading experts on strategic advisory services
for owner managed businesses, Richard takes you through how
we got here, how models are changing, the services you need
and how to easily get started in providing truly client centric,
whole of client, structured and lucrative advisory services.

